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This two-seater Is now belnl developed
with Ire at urlency ao meea the worl4
wide requirement 101' a modern tralnln.
saHpiane.
Development work II well
advanced and it II expected that the
prototYpe will lIy In tl'le Sprlnl of It61.
our prosramme Ihould allow deilverles
01 production aircraft. to Itar,t towards
the end of that year. We are conlldent
that this two-Ieater wlJl meet an urlent
need and we are maklnl ahJI early
announcement to allow llidlnl or,anllalions to plan thel.. future purchales.
The TYPE 4t 1I a lamlnar lIow machine
with all the features required to train
pllols to fly modern hllh performance
sailplane.. It will be lultable for all
sta,es, of Instruction from !lb.inltlo to
cross-country an4 cloud fly1nl.
Our
twenty-five year. experience In the deslln
and producllon of two-Ieater Iralnerl,
tOlether with advice we have receive!!
from all parts of the world will 10 to
make this sailplane the Ideal aircraft for
lis purposes. In common with !Oil our
productl ahe TYPE 4t wll1 be desllned to
live many years of Intensive utilisation
{or low maintenance costs,
We have already booked eeveral
provisional orderl for thl. type and
furlher ordera alalnlt future dellyery
can now be taken.
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OLD and NEW
Christmas issue is here again, and once more we can look back on a
year of progress.
started with the sad set-back of the demise of the
O
Kemsley Flying Trust, that unique instrument of wise philanthropy which
UR

It

has been the British gliding movement's Marshall Plan. This has thrown us
back on our own resources; but in its place we have the Shaw Slingsby Trust,
our very own version of the same idea, which is manfully trying to take as
much as it can of the burden of our further growth on fo its infant shoulders.
On the flying field, our team at Butzweiler put up a good show, and only
by the utmost bad luck did the ultimate prize once more just evade Nick
Goodhart; coupled with the Anglo-Argentine entente between Hossinger
and his Skylark IlIu, the world was .again shown that we are still in the front
rank of gliding.
We usually, in this issue, give our readers a progress report on SAILPLANE
& GLIDING, and this time we have a slightly double~edged one to make. Our

circulation still increases, but so do our readers' demands for more. Since
last year our standard size has been increased from 56 to 64-with sometimes
.as many as 68-pages, plus the occasional coloured cover, and even now we
are hard-pressed to publish all the material we receive which we believe
merits it. We need hardly say that at the same time CQsts are not stationary,
and we have had to take the hard decision: either to revert to 56 pages and
all-black covers, or to put up our price. The unanimous answer was the
latter...
So from our next (February) issue we become a 3s. magazine, £1 per
year, post free. There will be no change in our dollar price. We shall watch
our circulation anxiously to see whether we have interpreted your wishes
aright.
Don't tell uswe should become a monthly; we consider this frequently,
but although we believe SAILPLANE & GLIDING maintains a high-grade
professional standard, we are amateurs doing it in our spare time (except for
our Editor, who is a professional doing it in his spare time). Rika Harwood
will spend her Christmas with her wrist in a strap through too much punching
of the addressograph, and she convulsed one Committee meeting, when our
programme for the next issue was behind time, by inviting our revered
Editor to come round to the Harwood flat "so that they could car:ry on all
night!"
But if our pen-hands are weary, our spirits are high, and before we too
have our eyes glaze over with an excess ofplwn-pudding and turkey, we once
more wish our readers in nearly sixty countries

~ ~tt!' :mtrrp <!bristmas anb a l$app!' J}thJ ~eat
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Gliding' Hall Way Round the World and Back
by Lieut.-Cdr. John Stanley
being awarded a twelve-month
,cruise to the Far East and back in
A
H.MoS. Cenlaur 1 decided, before leaving,
FTER

the U.K. in April last year, to see how many
gliding clubs I could fly at~r, at least, get
to, while I was away. Topsy Turner of the
Wessex Gliding CJlilb was also on board ,and
he had the same idea, of course.
OU1" route to the Far East, unlike a liner,
took us via Copenhagen, Brest, Lisbon,
Gibrl\l:tar, through the Suez Canal to Aden,
up the Persian Gulf and back to Karachi,
to Trincomalee, Singapore, Hong Kong,
Japan, Australia and back to Singapore
before turning homewards.

The first stop was Copenhagen. After a
bit of ringing up and assistance from the
liaison officer we got the address of a
Harry Thorsted, whom we eventually met
Oldt at Skovlunde on the Sunday of our
visit. Skovlunde is a few kiloOJetres to the
north-west of Copenhagen. There we saw
a very smart GrunauBaby II with a very
tiddley bubble canopy, but unfortunately
the wind was too strong for flying. They
only aero-tow there, as there is a lot of light
aircraft flying from the same field and there's
no room for winch wires.
Next stop was Brest. We learned there
was a club within a few kilometres; SQ,
using the ship's Landrover, we drove off
into the country clutchi ng the piece of paper
the liaison officer there bad riven us. To
our surprise we found the air6eld and the
gliders, but once' again we were out of luck

as it was, too windy. We were made welcome
though, and after a time, with one or two
(etc.) Camparj under our belts, we were
retrieved 'by the Landrover.
There was no gliding then until we got to
Singapore. However, at Kuwait, at the, top
end of the Persian Gulf, I was most surprised
one evening at an official "do'; to see a
long-haired lass I thought I knew. I tried the
age-old gambit of "Haven't we met before
somewhere-Malta?" She said, "Not Malta
-was it gliding?" It was Liz Low.e" exLondonderry House--a splendid meeting
and much gliding talk!
At Karachi we very nearly got airborne.
All was fixed, but the message to say so
never got through to me as I had retired to
bed with "Karachi Turn". Frustrating.
At Singapore, in desperation, we got
airborne for a few hours at the Singapore
Flying Club; we savoured t.he defights of
being able to go round again if necessaIY
(it was) a few times and enjoy.ed it immensely. And then, one gloriolls week-end, we
flew up to Ipoh to the Perak Flying Club
where they glide as well. We went wit.h some
misgivings, as I had heard from Ann Welch
t.ha(tbe Olympia there was full of white ants.
We also heard at Sillgapore that it had been
written-off in an accident.. All the same, we
went-t.o find to our advantage but the
Club's sorrow, tbat it was their T-21 and
not the Ob that someone had carelessly
driven in!o 'with the buggy.
At l\'Oh they were more than kind to us.
FOol' the week-end we were there they
organised sufficient people to let us fly.
They gave us the use of a Tutor and the
Oly '(completely rebuilt by Chinese labour
and one of the sweetest aircraft I've ever
flown) for the two days and wouldn't fly
themselves. On t.he first day we flogged ~
circuit a few times as an enourmouS anVil
had blotted outa~y thermals there mi~t
have been. The next day we were ear y
enough to catch the first bubbles and were
soon up 10 cloud base. We found ~e local
instructions, of "circle ower those,!m ~eds
for a bit and you can't go wrong,
~ff
to no mean tune! The rain came ~ar Yb:::
tbe afternoon and stopped everything, .
it was m~s.t pleasant at ~he clu~~~n~~
about ghdmg and gorgmg ou
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Malay nasi-goring.
Over that week-end Topsy stayed with
Mike SUmmerton-Rainer and his wife who
had told him to come and stay any time.
They had said that at the Wessex Club, and
were most surprised when he landed on their
doorstep at Ipoh.
Mike, being in the Army Air Corps there,
fixed us both with trips over the jungle
looking for Communist Terrorists. Buzzing
about at tree-top height over primary jungle
in an Auster, with no doors because of the
heat, was a fascinating and awe-inspiring
experience, especially when Mike said
(after we had been airborne for only twenty
minutes): "You see that mountain over
there? We had one prang there the other
day and it took them thirty-four days to
walk back." Topsy's flight was all dodging
between the tops of trees and the bottoms
of clouds for about two hours. He' hasn't
cut his finger-n1Uls since. All in all, a very
excellent week-end, and thank you everyone
at Jpoh.
Next stop Hong Kong, but no gliding.
We were soon on our way to the V.S.
Navy Base at Yokosuka.. about 40 miles
south of Tokyo. The V.S. Naval Special
Services section was a little surprised to get
its first query e¥er, they said, for gliding.

They came up trumps in about half-an-hour
with a gliding club at Fugisawa, where we
went one Sunday. It took a little time to
explaiD to a taxi-driver where we wanted
to go. We drew pictures of gliders and
showed him cards written in Japanese which
weT>e supposed to say, "Please take these
two idiots to the gliding club at Fugisawa,"
and at last it worked and we found ourselves
on a strip where gliders were being launched.
We met "Bob" Ogawa, who crewed for the
Japanese entry in the l'nternationals at
Leszno, driving and auto-towing with an
old Cadiliac. And we met Toku Nakano
who owns a Tohi DB and who let us fly it.
It's a strutted t.wo-seater, and both of us.
found that the front cockpit was a little
cramped, and even with full nose-up trim a
bit of back stick was required.
Fugisawa is on top of a small ridge about
200 ft. high which is just soarable when the
wind is on it. This Sunday, approaches
were being made over the edge of the ridge
on to the runway, and during the afternoon
one unfortunate had to disappear to the
bottom into the valley which was crisscrossed with power lines, and made a safe
landing in the only available spot amongst
all the paddy fields, streams, pathways and
roads. The retrieve was simple. We roared
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down the hill in cars, everyone laughing
tIleir heads off-the glider was de-rigged
and carried bodily up the hill bit by bit. A
good day's sport.
We were looked after extremely well, and
were shown all round Tokyo one .evening
later in the week by our new-found friends.
If you haven't eaten sukiyaki you haven't
I
lived-especially to Japanese explanations
of how wave-soaring in the lee of a mountain
near Fujiyama was expected soon.
~~From Japan we returned to Hong Kong
,~J"
and then sailed on to Australia. We had
_- _ .;;;~: ~
been told at lpoh to contact Freddie Fisk
... -: ~ .' ,/)'"
in Kuala Lumpur at th.e Flying Club about
_
~., /... -'l'
Australian addresses. He, in his turn, put
. /":'
us on to Merv Waghorn in Sydney, who
/'
'1 .~
gave us all !headdresses in Australia. He
" ' / " ...",.
recommended Waikerie in South Australia
.,\U5TAALIAN LAU"J:c.N'N~.
'1
as having the best conditions at the time of gliding I have ever had. Mark Ahrens and
the year.
I went out to their airfield, fiddled the two
As it turned out I went to Waikerie by Olys out of the hangar by ourselves-they
myself where I found a most hospitable stack their gliders as they do at the Myndclub. Jock Barrett, Bob Rowe, Mark and waited for a couple of chums to take
Ahrens and many others were all much too time off from their apricot picking and
kind and I stayed there for three days. In come and launch us. As it was, Ron Brook
a comparatively small town on the Murray and young Ken, aged twelve, turned up.
River, Waikerie has a flourishing gliding Ron launched Mark first-bang into the
club which has been going for years. The middle of a thermal. I had a cable break
fleet is two two-seaters, a long~wing half-way up my launch caused by "20 up"
Kookaburra and a Pelican, and four solo and was soon up with Mark. The lift was
machines. The solo machines are a 8.0.12, terrific. I found at onc stage 1 could fly up
which looks a bit like a cross between a and down a road through two thermals
Skylark and a Schweizer built out of wood, next to each other. I've never soared
with very high performance, two Olympia thermals in straight lines before. That flight
U's and a Grunau Baby IV, the prototype ended with another five hours in the log
of a new mark being built by Edmund book. We flew together throughout the
Schneider. I found some very novel ideas flight in blue thermals which just about got
at Waikerie. Their ab-initios can, and do, to 7,000 ft., and had to look for sink to get
go solo at the age of twelve! In fact, one of down in the end to catch the pub before it
the members, Ron Brook, got his Silver C shut at .fix o'clock in the evening-South
at the age of 14. Another novelty is the Australian rules. Couldn't get used to that
method of launching. In ordinary con- either. Altogether a splenoid three days,
ditions you button on, lift up the wing, give and thank you everyone at Waikerie..
the cable three tugs and wait. When the
Topsy, meanwhile, had gone Ollt to
winch driver either feels or sees a thermal Camden, about forty miles from Sydney,
going through he launches you into it. It's for a day, but was unlucky to find everyone
a matter of form with them, but I couldn't was away at a camp and there wasn't any
quite believe it.
gliding going 00 at the airfield.
The soaring was fantastic. On the first
The ship stayed at Melbourne for onl)'
day I was there they soared quite happily two' days, so it was not possible to get out
under clamped cirrus. The thermals were 10 .the Victoria Clubs, bu,! we did visit the
going up to 6,000 ft. with small flat clouds Western Australian Gliding Association
at their tops, and I was very pkased to add from Fremantle, where we went next.
I had been given some names to ring up
three hours to my log book in the G.B. IV.
The second day conditions were not quite by Mrs. 199ulden in Melbourne, and started
so good, but it was certainly soarable.
ringing up on arrival. In the end the two of
The third day was one of the best days' us were whisked out to Cunderin, about
-338-

On Sunday they apologised for theone hundred miles east of Perth in the
middle of an enormous wheat belt which weather as, only a fortnight before, three
stretches north and south. Wally Williams, of them had been to Gold C height (or very
the present President, kindly drove us there, nearly) without even reaching cloudbasewhere we were made welcome and almost and that was frolll an airfield at 6,200 ft.
embarrassed by everyone's hospitality.
Their G.B.lI is in spanking condition still
The club has had an unlucky run of after it was shipped out to them by Mr.
crashery, hut is now on the up and up. They Pinniger three years ago. Conditions were
have a short-wing Kookaburra, with active not good on the day we flew, but they gave
us the only two thermals of the day. Topsy
moves afoot to get a long-wing one as well
and they have a HUtter H.K.17. We had a went to cloudbasc at 11,000 ft.-from sea
gliding evening on the Saturday learning level that is-and I kept a hawk company
the difference in size between pints, for a lit1le way, but the blooming thing kept
schooners, middies and ponies, and flew on changing its circles. A contingent from
the Sunday. The thermals were very good Nairobi arrived, including Bill Sheppard
over the 1,800 mark, and one of the and Mike Menchip, who were starting a.
members nearly got his five hours in his "Services block membership" of the club,
Another member nearly which sounded as it it would be profitable'
own G.BJ!.
reached Silver C height in the H.K.17 after to all concerned. BUn Molyneux, of the:
his first aero-tow! An interesting glider club, drove us to Nairobi in record time to'
there was a converted L.K. lOa owned by catch the train to Mombasa-and thar was'
Ric New. Instead of the all-in-one canopy the end of gliding during the cruise. Thank
he has had fitted two bubble canopies, one you, too, Nakuru!
We went to Kuwait again and Liz Lowe
. of which can be removed and replaced by
a fairing. A retractable wheel, no skid and came aboard for a quick look round and,
general tarting up made it into a very sleek- during- a goof round Kuwait in one of the
looking sailplane with pretty good perform- Oil Company's Twin Pioneers, I found the
pilot was Silver C No. 73-Mark Tome.
ance, apparently.
After the week-end was Qver, Wally very You just can't get away from glider pilots.
kindly drove us all the way back to the ship, He was thinking about a Schweizer, as a
and we sailed the next day. Thank you, wooden aircraft just wouldn't have a chance
Cunderin.
in the desert. There's a built-in thermal
It wasn't possible to get back up to lpoh there over a flame where the waste gases are
on the way back through Singapore, which burnt-if anyone's interested.
was a shame.
So, between us, we visited eight clubs and
We visited Trincomalee, Cochin and Gan flew at five of them. We met some splenoid
before .reaching the next "gliding stop" . people who were more than kind to us, and
which was Mombasa.
we enjoyed every visit-which is only to be
I knew Dick Kupyer was back in Kenya expected as we gliding people arejolly good,
and tried to get in touch with him on a aren"t we?
ship-shore radio net, but without success,
as he had moved from Nairobi. The liaison
•
•
•
people in Mombasa devilled around though,
and produced the address of the Nakuru
Gliding Club about a hundred miles further
west of Nairobi. By chance I met Paul
Thompson ashore in Mombasa. He had
started the Nakuru Club when he was there
and promised. to write to them on our
behalf, and so at the week-end Topsy and
I climbed into the train and pushed off to
Nairobi. There a chum from the ship, who
happened to be On leave in Nairobi, met us
and drove us to Nakuru, where we were
fielded by the Gliding Club and looked after
royally. Supper with TOIlY Stocken,. the
C.F.1., on his farm was a mixture of Gliding,
Kenya politics ano. Mau Mau and great fun.
-3S9-

The 1960 United States thampionships
by Philip Wills
Reproduced by permission from "Flight"
IKE every other sailplane pilot in the
gigantic tug-a version of the war-time
world, it has been my dream one day to Harvard-which subsequently gave us the
come to grips with the legendary therrnals of nearest to a rocket launch which I shall ever
Texas, so when last November I received out get, gave us a hangar to ourselves, and then
of the blue a letter from Boulder, Colorado, we set off to investigate the nearby Motel,
the writer proposing that if I brought my which proved to be practically the key to a
Skylark to the 1960 V.S. Nationals he successful trip, for without its air-condiwould buy it from me afterwards, I had no tioned comfort, its swimming pool, its
hesitation at all in accepting the offer from handy restaurant and endless $llpply of
Gale Abels.
ice-cubes, I believe Kitty and I would not
Some nine months of fervid paperwork have been able to survive the overpowering
followed, since the Federation Aviation heat and dust of each succeeding day.
Agency by no means gives American
We spent Monday settling in, finding out
gliding the freedoms which our B.G.A. have that British and V.S. screw-threads arc
won and retained in Britain; but finally, different and dry batteries have different
dimensions, fixing our tow-rope, and so'
arm~d with my Private Pilot's (Power)
License, an A.R.B. Certificate of Airworthi- forth. Tuesday seemed a fair day, so I set
ness, and an M. of A Certificate ofRegistra- off north on my eleventh 5<XJ-km. attempt,
tion allotting my Skylark (1 hope not with which proved once again that I can go over
intent) the most inappropriate-sounding 480 kms. almost anywhere, for I landed that
letters G-ARBJ, Kitty and I, the SkyJark distance from Odessa at a little airfield at
and trailer, Gale Abels., and Bob Morisey, Dumas, and we motored sadly home all
all arrived together in the Morisey Chevrolet night. The remaining days before 2nd
station wagon in a raging thunderstorm at Augqst were all cloudless and poor. and.
2 a.rn. on the morning of Monday, 25th
JuLy, in Odessa, Texas, where the Championships were due to unroll themselves
~ross~ell~lectric
from 2nd August through (as the Americans
.succinctly say) the 11 th August.
Our hope was for a practice week of
• Five inch long linear s~Je to 10
spanking Texan weather, to enable us to go
F.P.S.
for a few records, and then for the contest
~ays to include at least some sub-standard
* 'Scale X 3' Switch on Indicator.
ones, to give the Skylark with its wide
• Accurately controlled response
spectrum of performance a chance to beat
time - variable if required.
the V.S. super-heavies specially designed for
• Extensively used this season in
the sole purpose of fast flying in strong
D.S., Canadian, Netherlands,
conditions. But unfortunately, as it turned
U.K. and World Championout, we got exactly the reverse: a week of
ships.
very indifferent, almost cloudless, weal<
'thermals, which on the day the contest
* Complete reliability proved by
-started reverted to "normal" Texan streets
faultless operation in normal
of generous cumulus every <lay.
Club aircraft for over a year.
Monday morning, however, we <!rove out
to Ecton County Airport (one of the three
The Cross/ell is the vario that
in the Midland-Odessa area) and parked our
means what it says
trailer in the glaring sunlight. AI Parker
Ex Stock from
came up, and in one minute we had made
Cross/eU V.. rioJnefers,
our first Texan friend. Al looks and behaves
1 L"nd4le AvenlU,
like one's idea of a typical Texan, and had
London, N. W.2
undoubtedly borne the brunt of the local
organisation. He introduced us to his

L

Variometer
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although I determinedly.flew a number of
lOO-km. and 200-km. triangles, my times
were nowhere near even the current British
records. But at least I got to know the
country.
The first thing to know about Texas is
that it is flat-flat as your hat, flatter than
that. The country slopes so imperceptibly
up from the coast as one travels north-west
from Houston that it is almost impossible
to believe when one reaches Odessa that it is
3,000 fl. a.s.l., but so it is. The next point to
realise is that Odessa is the centre of the
world's [largest developed oilfield-16,OOO
wells (I think) within a radius of 100 miles.
The {)utcome is that one flies over the exact
pictureofAlice-through-the-Looking-Glass,
where the Red Queen takes her by the hand
and screaming "faster, faster!" they flyover
a chessboard, remaining exactly in the same
place. For an oilfield is cut into squares by a
series of dirt roads; at the intersection of
each road a curious little machine, looking
like a mechanical elephant, dunks away
with its trunk in the ground, each dunk
lifting several dollars' worth of oil into
someone's pocket.
Apart from this chessboard, the country
is mainly covered over large areas with
mesquite, a species oflow 1>ush which would
make for expensive landings, though the

more watered areas produce endless large
fields ofcom,fallow or roots where landings
are easy, though inhabited roads and
telephones may be far away.
The country therefore is flat and brown
and dark green and dusty, aDd over all
blazes the sun. This really was a problem,
for it affected ODe's efficiency, led to bad
sunburn, gave us nightmares, and ruined
the film in my camera where once I thoughtlessly left it on the ground for five minutes,
when it became too hot to hold in the naked
hand. We learned to take salt tablets; how
to operate our individual a:r-eonditioniog
machine so that it did more than pump the
used air round and round our bedroom; towear a small wet towel on our heads under
our hat; not to move too fast; to put a wet
towel over the perspex canopy until just
before take-off; not to touch any metd
objects lying in the sun; that the locat
tarantulas, which appeared in their thousands the first night after the storm, but·
never again, are thought Dot to bite, though.
a single one's appearance on me would~
have caused me to drop dead with fright;:
that if you hear a rattlesnake rattling, you!
can't tell where he is, so the only thing to do·
is to walk carefully backwards in your own'
footsteps. We learned that it is erroneous to,
think we talk the same language, t.houghl
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with patience and goodw;1l ideas may be fljght or so, and 1 selected 12.30 for take-off,
successfully exchanged. By the end of our This proved to be an hour and a quarter too
visit Gale was picking the best root for us soon, and as a result, although I arrived
to take, instead of rowt, and we were talking back first (to be met by a microphone from
of ships constructed of aloominum. One the local radio service) I only scored, 15th,
:mormng, Kitty asked for a roll for breakfast, which was a bad start. I averaged 36.9
and was brought a kind of Chelsea Bun; on m.p.h. Schreder on the HP-8was 1st with
,describing what she meant, the waitress 52.6 m.p.h.
From now on the thing fell into pattern.
said "Oh, you want a biscuit," and hurried
-off to return with a scone. We started put- Day after day the weather was exactly the
ling gas into the petrol-tank. Honours were same. The first tender cu. appeared on the
even and Anglo-V.S. entente remained at dot at 11.00 hrs., lift worked up to 1,000 ft.1
minute between 13.00 and 16.00 hours under
t'Op pitch.
By the evening of 1st August, 36 compe- a Rabelaisian sky, the clouds strceted at
ting ships, had arrived, two of them cm spec., about 15.00 hrs., lift faded between 18.30
beca1)se their pilots had not yet done the and 19.30 hrs. Su~face wind was strong3OQ-km. Gold C flight which was ,a require- S.E. 20-24 kts. Above 3,000 fl. (6,000 ft.
ment by the organisers; both these heroes a.s.l.) this became S.W. IQ-IS kts. It was
were rewarded by getting the distance in too strong for record-breaking triangles
We wefe not allo.....ed to cloud fly-indeed
time to compete-such is Texas. Names I
had known for years became real people, to ensure this we were not allowed to carry
historic aircraft I had read about were gyro instruments at all, so that stability and
there to touch and inspect. We were not handling qualities were relatively unimporamongst strangers; we knew as much about tant. There was, of course, no wave fiying.
each other as, many daily friends.
In these circumstances nea~ly all the unThe first day came, and we were given a certainties of normal Championship flying
Odessa-Andrews
Wink
132-mile triangle,
were removed, and the contest came down
and return. The weather forecast was for to nearly a straight comparison of the
cumulu which we had hardly so far seen right-hand side of each sailplane's polar
-from noon onwards. It was a three-hour curves. And the dally and final results
~~
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between the top bracket of pilots {who in
such conditions could hardly make a serious
mistake) clearly mirrored these.
There were two kinds of tests-short ones
involving flying across the three or four
central hours of the day, and long ones
involving taking off as early and landing as
late as possible.
After this first day on which 1 started too
early, 1 found my best take-off time for a
short task was 13.45 hrs., whereas the heavy
stuff took off around 14.15 and passed me
on the way. My average speeds would be
between 40 and 42 m.p.h., Schreder's
between 49 and 52 m.p.h. Average rates of
climb would. be actually 650 ft./min. Some
one from this could probably work out the
relative points in otlr polar curves.
On the I()ng days, however, the position
was more interesting, because I could get up
to 45 minutes' start on the big stuff, and
whisp<;r on to a chance small field in the
evening whilst they would be sore tempted
.to earl it a day at the handiest airfield before
the lift had entirely gone, to ,save themselves
a dicey ,arrival amongst the mesquite anll
the rattlesnakes~
The second day's task; was. interesting:
Odessa" W.S.W. 73 miles to Pecos, return to
Odessa, and then straight on as far as one
could go. In fact, a flight along a fixed
course across wind so arranged as to reduce
retrieving mileage as much as possible.
This was the stuff-I drew my course out as
accurately as I could (but not accurately
enol,lgh, because my final landing point,
exactly on my lipe, lost me 6} miles QD the
official line, wllich was not displayed at
briefing) and took off at 1OA5, a quarter of
an hour before the first cumulus.
Odessa has another kindly aid to sailplane
pilots, in the shap<; of several carbon-black
plants which produce immense volumes of
Stygiao smoke. These very exactly show
wllen the morning inversion breaks down,
and also provide certain and hectic lift at all
hours.
There was little difficulty in keeping afloat
on dry thermal and by 11.30 when the
HP-8&Co.wereintheair I was 20 mil(:s, on
my way.
Rather a long time ago I remember a
story of the Babes in the Wood who
escaped from the forest into which they
were lured by dropping a trail of white
pebbles behind them. On the villain's
third attempt. they ran out of pebbles and
used, bread. The local wolf chased up and

Alexander SCHLEICHER
K.7
HIGH PERFORMANCE TWO SEATER

Min Sink 2ft. 6ins./sec:. at 42 m.p.h.
1 in 26 at 50 m.p.h.
1 in 20 at 74 m.p.h.
1 in 17.5 at 82 m.p.h.
Suitable from ab initio training through to
500 Km. distance.
British C of A.

Price £1150

ap~rox.

(DUTY AND FRE:GHT PAID)

Demonsfralion aircraft seen at
London Gliding Club. Dunstable
APPLY,

P. A. HEARNE & PARTNERS
gobbled the bread and eventually the Babes
--<lr have I got it mixed up?
Anyhow, I now found myselfin a similar
situation, because as I plodded on and
marked ,each succeeding thermal it was
occupied by followers, so that by the time
the Wolves were airborne, they had a clear
course to follow. Actually I am of course
exaggerating, but this is what it felt like!
Anyway, on this day as on all the days,
conditions rapidly improved and I flogged
on across wind in a superficially empty sky
until the turning-point at Pecos, where the
air suddenly seemed full of circling sailplanes, then marked the ground signal, back
to Odessa, and on to the east. I had before
take-off m.arked the 500-km. point on my
projected line, as so often before in so mll;ny
different countries, but not really thinkmg
that even in Texan conditions one could
exceed 500 kms. across a 20-knot wind; but
soon 1 found I was averaging 50 m.p.h. for
hour after hour across the flat country, and
after 7 hours in the air, covering 20, 40, 50,
50 50 50 40 miles, the long-awai{ed
D{amo~d ~s clearly in sight. Lift was
dying, but one last thermal to 7,000 ft. put
the evasivejewel at last-at last-in the bag.
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I landed after 8 hours' flying at a small
town called Haskells, after covering in all
329 miles, of which 322! scored along the
line. Schreder was a few miles further on,
the Skylark lying second. This was pretty
gOOd, in conditions of this kind. The only
surprise of the day had been when Smith on
his'Lo-ISO came sailing by me in absolutely
level flying, the Skylark doing 60 knots and
the Lo at least S knots better. This was a
machine with wings smoothed with microcell plastic, and the improvement this treatment brings about is undoubtedly tremendous, for Jensen's standard Lo-ISO
which I met from time to time performed
in relation to the Skylark no better than it
should have done.
So--my Diamond was home, after a
dozen tries in ·nearly as many countries. To
make sure of it I did it again the next
day....
4th August was really the major triumph
of the task-setters--indeed one of the best
tasks I have ever seen set. It was an out-andreturn flight along almost the same track
(without the first wes.terly leg) east to Stanford and.return. If successful, this would be
:a World Record, but in case anyone getting
back should still be hungry for more, they
cOuld overfly Odessa and go OD west,
scornfully thumbing their noses at the
F.A.!. In the event, this measured the day

becau5e around 16.00 hrs. some cu. built
up into sweet little cu-nim; and if! had been
able to use them, there is no doubt the
Skylark, and some others, would have joined
thl: HP-8 and Lo-lS0 at Odessa. Eut in two
consecutive days to do 329 and 3,28 miles on
virtualJy the same course emphasises the
absence of uncertajnties of weather or skili
-<>oe felt an electronic pilot could have
done the job just as well. However, they
were two grand days I would not have
missed for worlds, though having spent
IS~ hours of the previous 32 in the Skylark
cockpit I almost endorsed John Randall and
Fritz Sebek, both large and splendid airline pilots, who as they hobbled out of the
somewhat exiguous cockpits of their Ka-6's
said: "Our airline pilot"s association would
not approve of this!"
After this triumph I regret to say the
standard of task-setting deteriorated, fortile
age-old reason that it got distorted for noncontest reasons.
The sponsors of the
meeting were a body called the Chuck
Wagon Gang, who were Dot at all what one
might think, but a branch of the Odessa
Chamber of Commerce, devoted to publicising this remarkable city. In return for
their support, for which naturally we were
all most grateful, they had required an Air
Display on the Sunday. This now caused
the task-setters to give us short and easy

The Skylark leamL. to R.: Bob
Morisey, Gale Abels,
Kitty and Phi/ip
Wills.
Courtesy oj"Flighl"

with micrometric precision, for two pilots
(Schreder and Smith) got back, twO (Carris
OD the RJ-S and myself) missed it by one
thermal (my speciality) and landed J 8 miles
short, and the rest of the field spotted the
line hack to the turning point.
The day could have been better than the
one before from the weather point ,of view,

tasks on the next two sizzling days, so that
we should be young and fresh when we came
to don our.spangled tights for Sunday. Even
in Texas the weather won't be mucked about
Iike this, so by the Monday and the longedfor Free Distance. a giant front which had
been hovering about up north during the
week had descended to place a curtain
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within 200 miJes north of us. Free Distance
was, I fear, a disappointment, and the front
then came on south, so we only had one
final short day. On short days we had
almost reached the point where we could
jot up the marks before take-off.
If these last sentences, however, imply
that by now I was bored, I have written
badly. My own Free Distance flight was so
memorable that it must form the subject ofa
separate article. And even a plug-round on
a short task in these sizzling conditions, to
an Englishman with a variorneter suffering
from years of repression within the confines
of English thermals, was as good as a
psycboanalytical course to a neurotic. I am
simply saying that caviare is wonderful, but
it is not a whole diet.
The final positions of the first 20 contestants are given in the table.
This pretty clearly reflects the relative
performance of each glider flying in clearair strong-thermal conditi"Ds. I would say
Ihat Drew (ex-Cambridge Club) sneaked a
place up by exceptional s.kill, on his cleanedup' Ka-6; Coder, on the fantastic SISU,
would have been higher if he had had more
experience on this brand-new machine.
The accuracy with which one could assess
relative perfonnances was extraordinary.
Oates on his Skylark 3B glided it out with
me On my 3F over 20 miles. At 60 kts. my
new tail produced, without any dOUbt at all,
the calculated advantage. More surprising,
the famed RJ-5 and I glided it out one
evening over 6,000 ft. and 30 miles; I
started 200 ft. above and ended 300 ft.
below Bemie Carris, and we landed together.
On several occasions prior to the last day
I met Kit Drew's Ka-6 and could just beat it
on the straight glide (my extra 3 metres span
ensured of course that there was no serious
argument with the standard Ka6's). On the
last day, however, due to cow-trouble on the
Free Distaneeday, I was flying with one
wing panel and half my rudder covered with
untautened a.nd rib-stitched fabric, ballooning in the most vulgar way for all the
world like a be-buttoned cushion in the
drawing room of a fat mistress.. On this
day I could not hold Kit in straight flight.
This last flight consisted of a dash from
one well-populated thermal to the next. In
each I would climb up inside the SISU,
which wou1d come sai1ing past my flapping
tail on the next glide, to be out-elimbed
again under the following cloud. We

finished nearly together.
What of United States gliding? Here is a
country with more exciting and more
entirely unexplored air than I thought could
still exist, with roads and telephones and
ground facilities, with a wealthy people
possessing unexampled talents oftechnology
and energy. Yet the number of sailplanes in
it are about the same as here, and the
amount of flying they do is much less.
Why?
It seems rather nerve after a three weeks'
visit to express views, but so many people
here and there have asked for them, so I
will try.
One obvious answer lies in its very size,
and the difficulty of organising a gliding
movement in any central way. In these
circumstances the talented folk who in
J;ngland have managed to get together and
organise a network of self-control satisfactory to our authorities have been driven in
on their individual resources, and we see
unbelieveable aircraft like the HP-8, de-sigDed, constructed and flown to victory
by one man (the HP-8-Dick Schreder has
previously built seven other prototypes!);
the SISU, well-nigh incredible creation ofone
man working with f~w elementary tools in
his. own garage; and many oth(:rs. But a
sport which requires supermen for its
participation cannot expand beyond a
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certain point, and expansion only comes
when things such as clubhouses (permitting
an ordinary man to be a glider pilot and also
b.appily married), hangarage and repair
facilities become available.. Vp in Elmira,
Paul Schweizer has for 20 and, more years
been working to this end, by producing his
well-known range of gliders. But here in
Texas that was 3,000 miles away. And any
damage to one's aircraft had to' be repaired
by the pilot or such friends as he could hope
to retain; whilst wives and children, standing
in themiddle of the sun-drenched dustyfield,
might easily die of thirst and sunstroke,
whilst hubby disported himself overhead.
However, after nearly thr-ee decades in
this fielq, I am getting a nose for it. I
predict the sport has now got over topdelid-centre, and tbat from now OD V.S.
gliding will accelerate exponentially. And
this meeting, acknowledged by all to have
been the most successful to date, will have
helped to achieve this. Certainly Kitty and
I will never forget it.
After it was all over, we dr,ove the 900
miles to Boulder, stopping off at Las Vagas,
New Mexico, on the way, where we had a,n
aero"tow to see if I could fly the last 300
miles, iD the lee <)f the Rocky Mountains,
and so triumphantly deliver the Skylark by
air. But the weather failed to co-operate;
after 80 miles I I<rnded within IQ yards of the
main road for an easy retrieve.
Our last evening, the Abels held a
barbecue in their garden attended by members of the local clubs. As we were chat.
tering gliding, someone suddenly ~id
"Look! there's the latest satellite!", and
overhead we saw the bright star moving
against the original background provided

by the Creator. We u'ttered our "OOhs" and
"Ahs" and put our heads d"own again into
the fascinating discussion on variometers.
It seemed no time at all before someone
said "There she is again!" and lo! whilst we
had been talking the damned balloo(l had
i:x;en right round the globe and was moving
up the south-western sky again. Progress,
or something.
The next morning we completed the
transfer, and now the Skylark belongs to
Gale Abels. I can wish him no better than
that he gets as much joy out of her as she
has given me.
U .S. CHAMPIONSIDPS 1960
Leading Final Pl>5itions
Sailplane
Points
Pilot
HP-8
6,945
I. R. A. Schreder
6,,516
RJ-5
2. B. M. Carris
LO-150
6,374
3. A. J. Smith
Skylark 3F 6,121
4. P. A. Wills*
Ka-6B
6,095
:5. C. M. Drew
Skylark 3D 5,883
6. G. L. Oatesf
S,852
Sisu-1
7. G. E. Confer
1-21
5,666
8. R. L. Moore
1-29
5,538
9. W. S. Ivans
Ka-6CR
5,534
1'1). R. T. AlIemann
Ka-6CR
5,462
11. G. S. Thomas
1-230
5,435
12.. J. D. Ryan
L-K
5,114
13. F. B. Compton
1-23H-15
5,CR9
14. C. M. Yeatest
Ka-6BR
5,095
15. J. J. Randall
5,001
Ka-6BR
16. W. H. Coverdale
L-K
4,901
17. D. C. ]ohnson
Ka-6BR
4,695
18.
Sebek
1-23D
4,630
19. S. V. Starr
1-23H.15
4,586
20. W. J. Mixt
tCanadian entry.
*British entry.
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National Glider Aerobatic Contest
by Mike Fairman
Third National Aerobatic Contest
. was held at Dunstable on 25th September,and once again we ""ere fortunate in
having the services of the Lockheed Jnternational Aerobatic Trophy Panel, headed by
Major Oliver Stewart. Also, once again
Mr. J. B. Emmott had generously donated
£50 for the three best pilots to spend on
gliding equipment.
l! has almost become a tradition that
Aerobatics Day is also a good soaring day,
and the 25th was no exception. A rather
threatening ground mist rapidly cleared and
cumulus started to form at about 10.30 a.m.,
but flattened out during the afternoon.
The morning forecast had stated that the
wind "might be from the north or might be
from the south", leaving the organisers in
doubt as to which direction to use for takeoff and spot·landing approach. With the
windsock still hanging limp at 10.00 a.m.,
John Westhorpe. the Chief Marshal, decided to settle for the sout!t-west wind procedure and briefed the contestants accordingly. Soon afte~ards a breeze did
spring up from the north, and the competitors were faced with downwind spotlandings.
There were sixteen entries in all (many
had previously to be dropped, as sixteen is
the maximum number the Panel feel they
can fairly judge). Eight were flown off in
the morning, and the remainder in the
afternoon.
In order that the public might not lose
sight of the real purpose of gliding, a crosscountry task was also set: a race to Duxford
and return. 56 miles. The six entries were
launched during the lunch hour and rapidly
disappeared.
The winner, Roger Mann, was first back;
his Skylark J appeated creeping round the
north end of the Downs. A short time later,
Geoffrey Stephenson screamed over in fine
professional style. having taken just a few
minutes longer. Mike Bird in the K-7 was
next to return, but he had turned back at
Letchworth, conditions further on looking
very poor. Last back was George Burton,
out of a completely dead-looking sky.
Chuck Bentson was extremely unlucky,
for after having made good time round the
turning point and back to Luton, he was
forced to wait there until 3.45 p.m. (before

T

HE

which the competitors were br:efed not to
arrive back, lest they interrupt the Aerobati~). Unfortunately, the grass of LutOD
aerodrome arrived before 3.45, and Chuck
joined John Light. who had arrived there in
his Olympia 2.
Jmpeccable a5 ever, Petel Fletcher (in
top hat) flew his famous Cadet for the
height-judging contest, and after the coma
petition was over. Doug Bridson gave us
some fine powered-type aerobatics in the
Tiger Moth.
The Auster 6 visited us from Farnborough and demonstrated its excellent
glider-tov,ing qualities when helping to
launch the task pilots.
Amongst the distinguished guests were
the Mayor and Mayoress of Dunstable. and
Mr. Geotfrey Rippon, Parliamentary Secreta.ry to the Ministry of Civil Aviation, who
very kindly agreed to present the prizes.
These were to the following:
FIRST: Fit. Lt. D. S. Bridson, who won
the Jack Hanks Trophy, Beer Tankard and
the £25 Emmott Prize.
SECOND: Dan Smith; Beer Tankard and
£15 Emmott Prize.
THiRD: Master Pilot H. E. K. Poole;
BeerTankardand£IOEmmottPrize.
SPOT LANDING PRtZE: FIt. Lt. D. S.
Bridson; Beer Tankard.
WtNNER OF CROSS-CoUl'.'TRY TASK: R. A.
Mann; Beer Tankard.
The Chief Marshal was J. F. Westhorpe;
Clerk of the Course, H. R. Watson;
Stewards, D. G. O. Hiscox and A. Sweet;
Cnairman of the Organising Committee,
M. C. Fairman; and the Commentator,
G. R. Williams.
The details of the individual performances of the Aerobatic contestants are
given in the Judges' Report.

REPORT OF THE JUDGES
The J'ud-s have the honour to. make the
..~
the
following report to the Chamnan,
London Gliding Club.
.
.
THE WEATHEJl.-Light and variable wmds
prevailed wi~ cumul~s clouds 3/8 to 4/8
cover increasmg dunng the afternoon. to
6/8 a~d 7/8. Conditions were on the who~e
good, although. bel;ause ofthe cloud base, It
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Flight-Lieut. Dour
Bridson is preselrted
by Mr. Geoffrey
Rippon with the Jack
Hanks Trophy.
Courtesy of
"Flight"

was decided at the outset to change the
release height from 760 m., the original
figure, to 6JO m. (2,500 to 2,000 ft.).
THE ORGANISATION.-This, as usual, was
efficient and the competition ran smoothly
throughout. There were originally J6 competitors but one was scratched, so that 8
competitors performed during the morning
session and 7 during the afternoon session.
The judges were given a note on the
permitted manoeuvres for the different
aircraft.
GENl:RAL.-The presentations were on the
whole somewhat disappointing. There were
many excellent figures and much fine flying,
but the judges felt that there was little
advance in originality on last year and that
there was a tendency to mix different
figures together in such a way that they lost
definition. A few brief inverted flights were
made by some competitors, but there were
no inverted turns. The individual performances of the competitors are now
discussed, the names being given in the
starting order.
IndividaaJ Performances
B. B. SHARMAN (Olympia 460). This
competitor started his actual presentation
39 seconds after release. This may have
been for purposes of positioning. His looi!
and aileron turn were interesting, but it was
felt that he came close to infringing the
minimum height rule when he was making
his last loop. Landing range: 21.2 m.

L. KUllYLOWICZ (Olympia 2B). A well
developed spin, aC'l:urate looping and a good
stall turn were among the features of this
competitor's presentation. His continuity
was especially good, but his landing range
was such as to affect his final position.
Landing range: 72.6 m.
P. C. DlRs (Olympia 2B). A spin and a
chandelle to the right were among the
figures in this presentation.
Fifty-five
seconds after starting, he began to come
too far over the judges' stand. but he
corrected this without undue delay. Landing
range: 33.3 m.
D. J. CUNNINGHAM (,olympia 2a). There
was 4/8 cOlier when this competitor started.
He wisely delayed release until well upwind. A dive and loop started his performance and then a 'tum of spin. One
normal stall became somewhat untidy in
recovery. Landing range: 55.9 m.
D. A. SMITH (Swallow). SECOND PLACE.
The sky was slightly brighter with 3/8 cover.
This competitor was the first to obtain the
fuJI benefit of the height available to him by
starting almost immediately (less than four
seconds) after cast-off.
He was well
positioned and he introduced an inverted
passage which he started by a half loop and
completed by a dive OUt. There was JZOOd
continuity and the figures were well defined
yet well linked together. Landing range:
16.9 m.
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J. BROWNLOW (Olympia 401). The first
figure by this competitor was under way
21} seconds after release, but he allowed
rather long periods to ,elapse between the
manoeuvres.
He was in general well
positioned, although now and again rather
too far away. His spin at the end was well
developed but was continued too low.
Landing range: 33.3 rn.
J. C. SlRUGNELL (Skylark TI). When this
competitor f.tarted the wind had somewhat
freshened.
All competitors had been
landing down-wind in conformity with the
direction of take-off. The release took place
somewhat too far overhead. A good spin
was done, but then the competitor came
completely over the judges' stand, and
then went behind it. His recovery from a
second spin was in a direction unfavourable
to the recovery of position. Landing range:
38.7 m.
J. D. SPOTTISWOOD (Olympia lIB). A
further slight freshening in the wind was
-noted when this competitor released. Cover
was 3/8. He was well positioned ar the start,
16 seconds after release, and he made a n
turn spin and recovery in a favourable
direction. His two S\icctssive loops were
accurate and he was holding height welL
He did one loop at 90 degrees to the judges'

stand, an effective manoeuvre. Landing
range: 9.5 m.
H. R. DIMOCK (Olympia 403). First of
the afternoon competitors, this one faced
similar weather conditions to those prevailing during the morning. The judges'
table and marker strips had been reorientated to meet the change in the sun's
position. The competitor started only four
seconds after release and contrived to hold
height so that the totality of his presentation
was extended in terms of time. His vertical
stall turn was well done and his performance
showed original thinking, but unfortunately
three minutes after the start he went up sun
and behind the judges' stand. Landing
range: 6.6. m.
.
J. E. G. HARwooD (Swallow). There was
what seemed to the judges to be an unnecessarily long time between the moment
of cast-off and the moment at which the
first genuine acrobatic figure was initiated.
He started with a dive and loop and then a
stall turn to the right. He was well placed
but allowed unnecessarily long intervals to
He did a
occur between the figures.
vigorous stalled turn and a well-developed
spin. Landing range: 7.9 m.
D. S. BRtDSON (Skylark II).
FIRST
PLACE.
This competitor started his

This is what Master Pilot
Poole's friends at R.A.F.
Bicester thought he had
beell up to whell the local
paper called it all "Acrobatic Contest".
Courtesy
"Bicester Advertiser"
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performance immediately afler releas<;. pulled up and stalled into a well-developed spin.
His continuity was excellent. He contrived
to introduce a good deal of variety into his
perfonnance and there was high accuracy
and good definition. The wind had freshened somewhat and this competitor made
his approach into wind, being the only one
to do so. This may have assisted him to
achieve the best landing range of the day.
It was 4.95 '11. ( 16ft. 3 in.).
A. S. LovELAND (Olympia lIB). Again a
good start was noticed, with a good spin
following it. The clover-leaf loops did not
appear to be clearly defined, and the competitor at one moment was too distant,
although it was observed that he almost
immediately took steps to recover position.
Landing range 13.6 m.
R. DUNN (Olympia liB). The weather
was changing when this competitor began
his performance, with the cover going up to
5/8 and then 6/8. He was placed too far
overhead at the start. He did an accurate
loop and a good Stall, but again came too

far overhead. He recovered position, however, and from th(;n on his positioning was
good. One interesting manoeuvre inclUded
a partial pushover at the top. Landing
range: 55 m.

D. G. GODDARD (Swallow). Again a
good start after cast-off produced ~ good
initial impression on the judges. This
.competitor includ.ed inverted flight in his
performance and one figure at 90 d.grees
to the judges' stand. He was rather distant
during a large part of his display but he was
marked highly for accuracy and scope.
Landing range: 11.7 m.
H. E. K. POOLE (Olympia lIB). THIRD
At this time the light was somewhat
dimmer because of clouding over of the sky
and there was 7/8 cover. This competitor
brought his aircraft somewhat far overhead,
but he corrected it five ·secords .after castoff by turning left. His continuity was good,
and, apart from the incident mentioned, his
positioning was also good. Landingrange:
39.2 m.
PLACE.

Mountain Soaring 1961
by D. Brennig James
expedition. planned for 1960 and
described in The Aeroplane & Aslronaulics, 5th February, 1960, has by kind
permission of the Royal Nepalese Government been postponed to 1961, the dates
being 23rd April to 3rd June inclusive, and
we have promises of sufficient financial
support to make a simple and unambitious
project possible.
The organisation will be based on a
charitable trust, which it is hoped will be
called "British Mountain Soaring Trust".
The pUfl'05e of setting up a charitable trust
is to gain c.ertain exemptions. from taxation
from contributions or in the event of the
scheme producing a profit. To do this,
three to five independent trustees are
appointed who ensure that all benefits and
duties are impartially allocated. In other
words, the party who go must be chosen
fairlY from those who show their willingness
to participate; however, their usefulness
on the ground both in this country and
abroad must weigh considerably in their
selection.
Although it will be a "charitable" trust,

T
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it is hoped that most of its income will be
earned by the sale of various publication
rights; however, since a considerable lapse
of time may occur before these sums are
gathered in, the pilots may be required to
guarantee some proportion of their individual expenses. Three trustees have been
appointed, also legal and accounting
facilities have been engaged; the scheme is
open to all British glider pilots who fecI
they are qualified to participate, and thouah
several people have shown their interest, it
is emphasized that no selections have becJ1
made, particularly as the size of the
expedition is still open to doubt.
Any criticisms, offers of support, or the
names of pilots wishing to' fly will be
appreciated and should be addressed to
The Mountain Soaring Group, 17 Lennox
Gardens, London, S.W.!.
It is intended to avoid as far as possible
any clash of interest with other fundraising schemes currently running in the
gliding movement. It is regretted that fuller
details cannot be given at this juncture for
fear of prejudicing our negotiations.
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How To Win Friends and Influence People
by N. A. Groucutt
j)lan was simple in the extreme. Ted
T
Stark decided to fly the Blue Skylark in
the full knowledge that landing back on top
HE

of the Mynd would almost cenainly be
impossible. A 25-knot west wind blowing
full on the ridge produced wonderful
soaring conditions; the warm air loaded
with moi..ture, however, was condensing
into a blanket of steam at about 1,500 ft.
a.s.1. Out over the valley beyond the sharply
defined edge of the huge flat cloud, the sun
poured light onto the patchwork quilt of
Shropshire and beyond into Wales. With
the impatience which marks a private
owner, Ted pressed Mike, Wilbur and
myself into service as a retrieve crew. "Take
my car (?) and tra.i1er to the bottom field
and wait for me". Nothing very daring or
difficult about that, you may say; but read
on, dear subscriber.
We watched the B.S. float, as majestically
as Ted would allow, out over the val1ey,
soaring rapidly into tile murk, and we
trickled indoors to our various armchairs,
the Club lIeet beiog grounded. An hour
later the gallant retrieve crew set off down
the hiI1 to Asterton, with Mike at the wheel
ofthe Vallguard in second COg and tramping
hard on the soft pedal. The lane alongside
our bottom field being single-track, it is
necessary to proceed to the farmyard
farther along and there change direction
ready for the haul back. Having arrived in
the farm forecourt ankle-deep in "rich
organic matter", we did the safe but
unsportsmanlike thing and uncoupled the
tra:iler .and manhandled it round. Mike
decided to take the estate car round the
corner, to reverse where there appeared to
be a little more room. Wilbur and I turned
our attention to the B.S. making its
approach a few fields away. A terrifyingly
"stark" affair. We looked for the car and
saw Mike tripping on tiptoe through the
squelChing humus, arms akimbo, and
looking for all the world like a ballet
dancer crossing Piccadilly.
"I say, I'm awfully sorry chaps, but the
car's stuck."
"We'll give you a hand to push it out."
"Well, I don't think you can, it's up to
its axIes"-and so it was. A warm-hearted
farmer's son with an acute sense of humour

fetched the tractor out. Wilbur and I
walked to the field where Ted had landed,
to find Colonel Benson and Bob Swift
helping dismember the Skylark; the
Colonel's car parked near by appeared
superfluous; hadn't we three stalwart lads
and a Vanguard to pull the trailer?
The tailplane, wing tips and centre
section were speedily and safely stowed in
the trailer, the fuselage was wheeled round
and lined up. "Where's the fuselage support
pole?" shouted Ted.
"The pole?" we repeated in turn. The
Colonel, who, in fairness to the three
stalwart lads, I must place on record, had
prepared the trailer. smiled weakly and
said, "I'll go and fetch it"; and leaping, or
rather stumbling into his car, set off for the
Club. Ted was describing the finer points
of his approach and landing to Wilbur and
Mike, so Bob and I decided to put. the
fuselage in the trailer in readines,s. When
this was accomplished, Ted came round
and told us that the pole could not be fitted
with the fuselage in the trailer, so we hauled
it out again. He watched us withdraw the
fuselage with a mocking grin on his face;
then the grin faded and a flushed expression
of wide-eyed enthusiasm took its place.
This, we knew, betokened a moment of
genius.
"Let's put the fuselage in the trailer, and
I can stand inside and support it-at least
as far as Asterton Hill; we should meet the
Colonel coming back by then." In the face
of such illegal inspiration we silently
rammed the fuselage back into the trailer
and Ted prepared to take his stand.
Bob's head appeared in the doorway and
quietly asked, "Where do we put the
canopy?"
"On the fuselage, you --," said Ted.
By now we were getting the hang of things
and the fuselage quickly emerged from the
trailer again, and with trembling hands
(and lips) we hinged and closed the canopy,
and the fuselage went into the trailer like a
twelve-poullder into the breech. No sooner
had the wheel dropped into the slot than the
Colonel arrived with the pole. Not ~ word
or a noticeable gesture followed; SIlently.
except for the falling drops of perspiration,
We removed the fuselage, inserted the pole
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and slowly, with great deliberation, we
installed the fuselage into the trailer for
what must surely be the last time. Doors
c1os€d, a quick look round and the procession headed towards the Club a mile
away.
The seating accommodation had now
bee,n rearranged: the CO'lonel's car contained himself, Bob, Wilbur and myself
with Ted and Mike bringing up the rearand the trailer. At the bottom of Asterton
Hill the convoy halted and the Colonel
dismounted to hold council wlth the W.O.
"W~t's the delay, Colonel?" I shouted.
"Oh, Ted's car won"t puB the trailer up
the hill". The reason for the Colonel's car
was immediately apparent. A strong trailer
check rope about 3 inches in citcumference
coupled the HiUman to the Vanguard, and
with a shout of "I'll Come back and fetch
you!" the convoy again moved towards the
hill, leaVing four weary but wildly cheering
bods to reflect on the madness of it all:.
a" clo~d ofs\v1ctingdustal)de~hausi
smoke the pageant of locomotion sped
forward in a manner that suggested that the
feat might ,after all be accomplished. A
hundred yards further up the hill, however,
the first l-in-4 slope brought everYthing to a
shuddering, grinding halt. The four of us
rushed to the spot and with shoulders
against the rear of the trailer we shouted

-rn,

"try again." Engines roared., tyres spun
and we heaved and pushed until we had slid
a good ten feet back down the hill and the
check rope broke.
The Colonel's car sho't up the hill with
the rest of the ,crowd to fetch the Humber
Utility, leaving Ted and myself to back the
car and trailer to the' boftom of the hill
ready to uncouple for the Humber. With
qU1et CO'nfidence I walked backwards behin(
the trailer, calling out i'nstructions to Ted,
and skilfully manoeuvred him until the
trailer was jack-knifed across (he wind:r.g
road and firmly jammed in the bank. I sat
in the car with Ted, glad of the respite, and
waited for the Humber to arrive. With the
Humber in reverse we tried to haul the
Vanguard and trailer free and broke the sole
remaining check rope belonging to the
Colonel, who immediately demanded compensation. John Ans.tey, who had brought
the Humber down, and I shed several
pounds of superfluous fat manhandling the
trailer free, and Tea backed to tp.e foot of
the hill, uoCO'upled and moved away to
allow the Humber t~ COllnecr up, and
promptly got bogged down in the mild at
the side of the road. This was a minor
crisis; we soon had him frce al'ld then,
three-and-a-halfhours after setting out on a
two-mUe retrieve, we headed, sadder and
wiser il,Qd very, very tire-d, for the Clubhouse, where we arrived too late for tea.
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WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS:
Weather and Tasks
hy Ann Welch
purpose of this article is twofold.
T
Firstly to ana lyse the tasks in the last
World Championships, and their effect on

Task: Out-and-Return to S. along the
Rhine to Coblenz: 172 kms.
The first take-off was not until 12.30,
owing to the Opening Ceremony. The task
was excellent for the weather, and for the
beginning of the Championships, and one
felt that they had got off to a good start. A
few pilots only failed to complete the course,
and they were good pilots with good aircraft. As is inevitable with any marking
system based on speed and distance marks,
they were heavily penalised for failing to
arrive.
JUNE 5TIf.-Wind, light southerly. Thermals poor to weak with a thundery front
approaching during the afternoon.

HE

the results and rules; and secondly to see
if the lessons learnt hold any ideas for us in
our own Nationals.
During the Practice Period t\\oo tasks were
set, but these will not be included, as some
pilots were using them mel'ely as reconnaissances. The weather maps for the
actual Contests appeared in SAILPLANE AND
GLIDING for August.
JUNl,; 4TH..-Wind 140°, speed 20 kts. at
3,000 ft., 5-10 kts. at 6,000 ft. Haze;
mainly dry thermals, moderate to strong;
cumulus base 6,500 ft.
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The return downwind is very liUle fasler than the into-wind leg. Largely because the wind
was nol slrong at operating height, and, owing to the haze, thermols weokell<d early.
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Task: lOO-km. Triangle to the south.
The task was selected .apparontly on the
idea that because the weather was not good,
a small task should be chosen. A lOO-km.
triangle may be small, but it is one of the
most demanding on weather. The need .for
precise navigation to the turning points,
and the cessation of soaring while rounding
them, as well as the need to try to keep· up
the maximum possible speed, requires well
distributed, frequent and strong thermals
for success. Feeble weather combined with
an approaching, c!ou<!y, thundery front
guarantees failure. This js, of course, what
happened, and since no-one reached even
the first tuming-point, it was fortunately a
non-contl;St day.
The risk, which is implicit, is that the
minimum number of competitors do just
score, and since each day has the same
value, they can obtain an enormous
advaptage which it may be impossible for
their opponents to reduce. The few who
have scared may have delle so by an
incredible display of virtuosity and cQurage
and deserve anything that they can get, but
more often it. is because the luck element
has. been too· high, and the success of the
few is due to little more than their being
launched at an unforseeable right time.
There is, I think, a good caSe for each
<lay to have its own value determined on the
res.ults of the day, calculated by formula and
not opinion.
One way of achieving this would be to
take the entry at the start of the competitions as 100 per cent, and thereafter the
daily maximum marks would be the
percentage of that 100 per cent resulting
from the competitors who scored on that
day. It would be sensible to have a maximum and rn"nimum cut-off to such a
sliding scale, to avoid ludicrous situations
like a day being worth five marks. Twenty
per cent would probably be a reasonable
minimum, with 50 per cent or 60 per cent
the point above which the day was regarded
as a 1,00 per cent day.
The alternative to such a scheme as this
is to increase the minimum number to
score to make it a contest day. There may
well be advantages in doing this to a small
extent as well, but in itself it would not get
over the disadvantage of al1 days being of
equal worth, which they are not. Ifno such
modifications are made, there will be aD
increasing tendency for task-setters to avoid
setting anything at all on forecast marginal

days in serious championships, in case aJly
error on their part badly upse1S the scores.
JUNE 6rH.-Wil1d light, S.W.
Good
thermals with cU.at 6,000 ft-Thunderstorms moving along with the route in the
afternoon.
Task: Distanlle along a line N.N.E.
through Kie!.
A good task as it turned out because the
sea breezes. prevented all the pilots ending
up at the coast. With hjndsight a long race
might have been better, bur tasks are .set
on the forecast, and this was a reasonable
choice using the available good weather
area to advantage.

8TH.-Wind S.S.W. 15-20 kts.; 3/8
base 6,000 fl. Strong thermals.
Task: Free Distance, and the waste of an
excelJent day. Free Distance should be
used either as a last resort in poor we.ather,
or in good weather only when the geographical I1lf political limits are unlikely to
be reached. It was known how easily piJots
had reached the Kiel area two .days before,
and on this day the weather was even better,
with a tail-wind straight along the same
route. Inevitably nearly everyone reached
the limit, 19 ending up 490 kms. away on an
island from which there Was fortunately a
ferry which CQuld take trailers_
This day, although great fun, produced
no change of any significance in the marks,
and as far as the top pe.013le were concerned
could well have been dispeIlsed with. It was
the ide.al day for a really long race, .either
in the direction used if this was the best
weather line, or if possible with some degree
of cross-wind component. Such analternative would have avoided, also, the following
day being a further rest day, and as it turned
out one of the few remaining good days
which we were to have. The weather in
Northern Europe is always temperamental,
and. experience has shown that it is nearly
always risky to have Don-flying days.
JUNE

CU.,

JUNE Ilnr.-Wind W., 12 kts., with
approaching warm front from N.W.
Generally cloudy with weak thermals;
forecast weather better to S.
Task: Distance on a Line through
Karlsruhe to the S.
The forecast was sO marginal that if any
task was set at all it shoLlld ha\ie been Free
Distance. In the event it was possible, just,
to stay airborne and drift with the wind,
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but not to work across it on thermals. It is
always difficult to know in advance whether
the day should be ca~lled before it has
begun; but if the task-~tter d.oes decide to
take the plunge and declare something, he
must resolutely avoid building in man-made
difficulties on top ofthe meteorological ones.
Free Distance is only the possible alternative
to no contest, so that if there is anything to
be made of the day, the pilots themselves
can discover and exploit it. If there is
nothing but poor weather in a competition
period there will be fairer final results with
five Free Distances than from five fancy
tasks of which three were marginal and two
did not come off at all.
This was the day which high-lighted poor
wording in the rules. In the Open Class only
two pilots exceeded the minimum of 50 kms.,
one of them Nick Goodhart, who made a
magnificently cQurageous flight down the
Rhine Valley itself, and right along the set
line, using the hills above the river to keep
him airborne. Jensen ofDenmark did some
90 kms. downwind. The rules stated that at
least two pilots bad to fly a min;mum of
SO kms. 10 make it a contest day. Two had,
and Nick was given 1,000 points, with
others who had exceeded the minimum
qualifying distance of 20 kms. points in
proportion. This put Nick well into· the
lead. Some people felt, however, that the
minimum SO kms. should be along the set
line, and not in a random direction. This
meant that Jensen's flight would not count
because its projected distance was just under
SO kms. As is well known, there was endless
13

discussion of the matter. In the end more
people felt that the rules meant SO kms.
along the line than felt that the rules meant
what they said, and that what they said
should be obeyed. The day was thrown out,
and as a result Nick lost his 1,000 points,
and the Championships with them.
The whole of this difficulty wa.s due to
loose wording in the rules, which was made
prominent by bad task-setting, and in tum
became Vitally important to the non-scorers
because of the high value 0,000 points) of a
marginal day.
JUNE 14TH.-Wind 230°, 20 kts. Good
thermals with risk of thunderstorms later
and some cumulus spread-out.
Task: Race to Oerlinghausen, 151 kms.
toN.E.
This was another misjudged task: the
previous one having been too difficult, this
was too easy. In between had been three
non-flying days, and all that was given was
a short race downwind, which was done by
the fastest man in 1 hour 15 minutes. It was
not wrong to have a race, but to make it so
short in time. If N.E. appeared to be the
only good weather line, then the goal should
have been farther, but if possible a 2~- to
3-hour race should have been set by going
across wind to a sufficient extent to achieve
this sort of time. The pilots would then
have a flight in which the luck element was
reduced and the crews would not have an
unnecessarily long retrieve:'.
JUNE I5T/i.-Wind at 5,000 ft. 280°, IS
kts. Good thermals, but thunderstorms;
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some cumulus spread-out and frontal high
cloud.
Task: lOO-km. Triangle to N.E.
The pendulum error continued. This task
was too difficult. It was a magnificent test
if the purpose was to get the absolute last
ounce out of the competitors, but not
satisfactory as a race since too few finished
to make the results comparable. Only one
pilot, Nick Goodhart, finished in the Open
Class, and two in the Standard Class. The
weather has to be truly excellent to declare
a 300.km. triangle, and get enough people
mund to make sense of having a speed
competition; and it was quite obvious on
the forecast that whereas this was perhaps
a 200-km. day, it was not a really good bet
for 300. No speed marks at all could be
given in the Open Class and the flights were
counted as Distances along a Line.
JUNE l6TH.-Wind at 5,000 ft. 270°, 15
kts. Weak thermals. Warm front moving
across the area during the day.
Task; lOO-km. Triangle to the S.
A disastrous task, as even the finest pilot
skill,c;ould be frustrated by the impossibility
of soaring in low cloud, sometimes on the
hills, and continuous rain. A few pilots,
noticeably those who started late, saw an
unforecast and temporary clearance following the front, and those who were flying a
low-sink, or light, manoeuvrable glider
were able to remain airborne and wait for it.
Quite apart from the undoubted skill they
showed, they were also lucky. It was simply
not a race day. Distance on a line somewhere between N.E. and S.S.E. would have
been better.
JUNE l7TH.-Wind S.W., 12-15 kts. Low
stratus expected to break around I p.m.
Hazy. TheImals very weak.
Task: Twice round a lOO-km. Triangle
to the S.W. Hearing this task declared at
briefing brought the realization right home
that the basic problems of task-setting were
simply not understood by the organisers,
aod that the previous unsuccessful tasks
were not a simple matter of bad luck.
Again the fallacy of bad weather-small
task had appeared, but tlJ,is time in eJl:cels~.
Not only was the weather poorer than It
had almost ever been, but the small, and
meteorologically exacting task of a lOO.km.
Triangle had been declared-and t~en
mult:plied by two. It was almost unbelIevable. So was the fantastic jamboree that
took place in a farcical attempt on the task.

The low stratus partly broke, and while it
was still dearing the hazy cloudy air was
filled with gliders failing to soar, and aJlthe
tugs. This was inevitablyfollowedbywholcsafe landings in any available space.The high
quality of the competing pilots was demonstrated by the astonishing avoidance of
incident. In due course, but not soon
enough, the day was declared no contest,
and so ended the Championships.
In any competitions the problem of the
last day's flying is a difficult one. Apart
from confusing the issue with prizegiving,
and time for homeward journeys, there is
the risk that the marks might be irretrievably
upset if the wrong task is chosen. Clearly a
task must be set if the weather justifies it,
but marginal weather on this day really is a
grey hair producer. Possibly the answer is
to be mundane and unoriginal, to avoid
trying to set anything compl icated or clever,
and above all to be prepared to scrub the
day if the forecast weather is so marginal
that a slight worsening would make any
task unacceptable.
One final point conc;erns the maximum
daily PQints of 1,000. I think the time has
conie to use 1,000 and not lOO in our
Nationals; but not, as has ,occurred in
World Championships, to give r,esults to
the first place of decimals.. The object of
having I ,<lOO points as a daily total, rather
than 100, was because it was thought that
100 was a little too crude. 1,000 is about
right, but working to the decimal point is
equivalent to having 10,000 points. This,
for example, implies that on a distance
flight of 300 kms. the landing position of
the glider is known to the nearest 30 metres,
a state of affairs usually far removed from
the trllthl

See Ken Fripp at Lasham for
10 YEAR INSPECTIONS
C. OF A. OVERHAULS • REPAIRS
MODIFICATIONS • RE.SPRAYING
FULL B.G.A. APPROVAL
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LASH AM AIRFIELD, ALTON, HANTS.

1961 EASTER RALLY IN NORFOLK
Norfolk Gliding Clubs, comprisinR
T
the Norfolk and Norwich Aero Club, the
Norfolk Gliding Club, and the Fenland
HE

Gliding Club (R.AF.G.S.A.), will jointly
be holding a Gliding RaJly and Competition
at Swanton Morley next Eas,er from Good
Friday to the following Wednesday (31st
March to 5th April inclusive) and would be
very pleased to receive entries from Clubs
and Private Owners who would like to take
part.
It is hoped to muster 20 aircraft, and the
Rally will be I imited to that number as a
maximum. Should a greater number of
entries be received, it will be necessary to
select the final attendance by pilot experience, and in this respect pilots entering for
the Rally should state their experience as
fully as possible regarding B.G.A. qualifications and certificates gained, Dumber of
cross-.eountry flights flown, and what
competitions (if any) have previously been
entered. Minimum qualifications for visiting pilots will be Silver C certificate or
official B.G.A. or A.T.e. Instructors'

VIRGINIA
AT
WELL

ITS

Category.
The entrance fee for the Rally is £2 2s. per
aircraft, to include pilot(s) and crew up to
4 persons (inclusive), the fee for additional
persons being 105. 6d. per person. Normal
15s. launch fees for aeTo-tows will apply,
and competitors will be responsible for
their own retrieving and accommodation
costs. Arrangements can be made for
accommodation at Swanton Morley Airfield
or in local hotels as preferred.
This will be the first but, we trust, by no
means the last Gliding Rally to be held in
East Anglia, and we hope other Clubs will
join us in exploring the soaring prospects
of the region with its favourable position for
distance fljghts in a south-westerly direction.
Pilots wishing to fly "en concours" with
the Rally for the purpose of private crosscountry flying will be welcome.
The closing date for entry is 15th December, 1960. Applicants should apply in
writing to lan Abel, 23 Branksome Road,
Norwich, Norfolk, NOR. 51p (Te!. No.
Eaton 2300).

TOBACCO
BEST

MADE. WELL PA eKED
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BRITISH GLIDING CLUBS
FORMED IN 1930
urat/OTT ;'I1Jicotf?d is Cluh flying .s.ite,whf..rr lr,.('Iw,.:

orh.,,",.. !lam, Plac. d Club
0'"

NE\'ICASTlJ •

Me.cnatl:ca'l (.Iu).
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addr'f'.5s of OrgrJ'f/ize.

Thirty Years Ago
by A. E. Slater
INETEEN-THIRTY was the big year when
N
the present British gliding movement
got under way. and by the end of the year
about 80 gliding clubs had been formed.
Needless to say, they did not all survive.
Some:: of them never got as far as flying, and
of those that did, many saw their members
fade away after the .first crash.
Before 1930, there had been sporadic
gliding in the early days of aviation; then
came the soaring contest of October, 1922,
on the South Downs, stimulated by the
discovery by the Germans of how to soar
for long periods over hills. After that came
an almost complete fade-ou.t of gliding in
Britain until, as described in SAILPLANE &
GLIDING just a year ago (p. 321), the
German distance and altitude flights in
1929 stimulated the formation of the
British Gliding Associatian Oml 4th December that year.
Here, in diary form, are the more outstanding events of 1930 jn British gliding.
JsJWary
2ND.-1.ondon Gliding ClUb provisionally formed at a private meeting.
4TH.-Kent Gliding Club formed.
17TR.-Edirorial '·word. of warning" in
Flight (p. r 14) re gliding revival, pointing
out that "gliding came to an abrupt stop in
1922".
.
February
14TH.-Inaugural public meeting of the
London Gliding ClUb in Bloomsbury (at
which the writer was present).
2IsT.-Professor W. Georgil, bead of the
German gliding ~organisatidJ], lectured OD

"Ten years gliding and soaring. in
yermany", and F. Stamer on "The Gliding
School at the Wasserkuppe" (where he
developed the solo method of training in
Primaries), at a joint meeting of .the Royal
Aeronautical and Meteorological Societies.
23RD.-First flight of the Kent Club's
primary glider "Columbus", built by
members in 5 weeks. It was got to Detling
airfield with difficulty through traffic: jams
caused by people who had come to see it,
and was given bungy hops of up to 30 yards.
(See SAILPLANE & GLIDING, Dec. 1955,
p. 175, for fuller account).

March
15TH. -First flight trials of primary glider
desigIled by Alec Bell at Cramlington,
Newcastle-on-Tyne; five pilots included
himself and Miss COnnie Leathart. This
group later started the Newcastle Gl'iding
Club.
16TH.-First flights by members of
London Gliding Club on their two primary
gliders at Stoke Park Farm, near Guildford:
one a German Zogling loaned for 6 months
by the B,G.A., the other made by R. F.
Dagnall, who stalled and crashe::d it on the
last flight of the day.
27TH.-Inaugural public meeting of the
British Gliding Association in London.
President: Air Vice-Marshal Sir Sefton
Brancker, Director of Civil Aviation. All
but four of the original officers and council
members are still alive; of these all have
nOw severed their oonnection with gliding.
3OTH.-At the' LondoIJ Club's ground
near Tring, C~ H. Lowe-Wylde qualified for

Members of the first Surrey Gliding Clu!; sitting Ix;low their
Primary glider at the club ground near GUildford. Printed from
the Qf.iginal brock used in "The Sailplane & Glider" for 12th
September, 1930.
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No. 1 British A Certificate and C. H.
Latimer-Needham for No. 2.
April
6TH.-Flight in a Primary by Lady
Bailey at the London Club's ground near
Tring: claimed to be the tirst glider flight by
a woman in England. Headline in Evening
News of J 6th April: "WOMEN RUSH To
TAKE Up GLlDING".
8TH.-Announcement of £1,000 prize by
A J. A. Wallace Barr, of Cellon, Ltd., for
the first crossing of the Engl ish Channel by
a British pilot in an all.British glider before
31st May, 1932; launching, it was later
announced, must be by bungy. A prize of
£SO offered by him in 1922 for the first
glider flight of 50 miles was stated to be still
open.
May
EARLY MAY.-"Corporal Manuel, of the
25th (fighter) Squadron, R.AF., Hawkinge,
near Folkestone, had constructed a primary
type glider of his own design. When completed, Flying Officer F. Fox-Barrett, of the
same squadron, was towed off behind a
motor car at a speed of approximately
35 m.p.h. Unfortunately, however, things
did not work out a~ording to plan, and
Fox-Barrett fell IS feet (without the glider),
and was transported to the sick bay, there
to have several splinters removed from his
eye, and a length of piano wire taken from
his nose."---(From B.G.A. Journal).
14TH.-The Royal Aero Club delegated
the contfol of gliding in Great Brita.in to the
British Gliding Association.

June
STIi-lSTH.-Robert Kronfeld, sponsored

by the B.G.A, and CarH Magersuppe,
sponsored by the Daily Express, gave
demonstrations on the Itford-Firle ridge
on the South Downs. On Sunday, 7th, in a
north wind, Latimer-Needham became the
first British C pilot with 22 minutes in an
open Primary; Marcus Manton followed
with 16 mins.; and G. Mungo Buxton
soared the London Club's PrUBing, Magersuppe soared for 2 hours in a Professor,
and Kronfeld for 3 hours in his Wien,
reaching 2,500 ft.
Next week-end the wind continued north,
and on the 14th Kronfeld made the first
CrQss-country in Britain, taking off in his
Wien at 5.30 p.m., working upwind to
Glynde, and then soaring along the South

Downs to Bedhampton Hill, near Portsmouth, SO miles away. (First to beat this in
England was Philip Wills in 1934).
These demonstrations stimulated the
formation of many new clubs.
14TH.-Delegates from seven different
EUl'opean countries met at Darmstadt.
Germany, and inaugurated the International Commission for the Study. of
Soaring Flight (koown as ISTus for short,
and revived after the war as OSTIv).
President, Prof. Georgii; vice-presidents
included the Master of Sempill (now Lord
Sempill). This body had an office in the
building of the D.F.S. (German Research
Institute for Soaring Flight) on the outskirts of Griesheim aerod.rome, Darmstadt.
It issued Silver C (and later Gold C)
certificates to pilots of every country, who
had to send their applications and documentation to Darmstadt.
July
lSTH.-London Club staged a demonstration of soaring, mainly by Kronfeld, at
Ivinghoe Bea<:on for the Prince of Wales
(now Duke of Windsor). His private pilot
(now Sir Edward Fielden, Captain of the
Queen's Flight) was flung off the Beacon in
an open Primary.
26TH JULy-3RD AUG.-London Club's
first instruction camp- (for members onJy)
on Ivinghoe Beacon; tents and marquee in
a field below. First ab initio British A
certificates earned.
27TH.-First inter-club gliding match,
between London and .Lancashire Clubs on
Priifiings at Ivinghoe Beacon. Total gliding
times (6 glides per tearn): London, 12 min.
S2 sec.; Lancashire, 8 min. 5.4 sec. Lancashire's last flight ended iD a tree.

August
A large British party visited the German
National Contests on the Wasserkuppe.
Kronfeld set up a world's distance record
of 101 miles from there.

October
18m-I9TH.-Inter-elub Competition on
Ditchling Beacon, South Downs. Five clubs
competed: London, Surrey, Kent, Portsmouth and Channel.
Silver Cup and
cigarette_ case awarded to Capt. Stratton
Surrey Club C. P.I., for longest glide of
1 min. 40.4 sec. in a Primary.
Silver
Tankard and Sgns. to R. Matheson,
London Club, for glide of 4 min. 37.6 sec.,
in an Intermediate type. No crashery.
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United States 1930
FEBRUARY.-Hawley BQwlus (designer of
Lindbergh's aeroplane) raised the u.s.
duration record to· over 9 hours at Point
Loma, California.
6ru APRIL.-Capt. F.rank Hawkes landed
an Eagle glider at Vancortland Park, New
York, after being aero-towed in stages from
San Diego, California, which he had left
eight days earlier.
29TH-30TH APRIL.-Jack Barstow, BowIus's assistant, soared for 15 hours 13
minutes, unofficially beating the world's
record of 14 hours 43 minutes set up by
Dinort in Germany in 1929.
2ND JULY.-First soaring flight at Elmira,
N.Y., 'by Jack O'Meara, who' became the
first American Silver C pilot three years
later (No. 12 in the international list).
SUMMER.-Wolf Hirth, on a visit from
Germany, soared along Riverside Drive,
New York.
21ST SEPTEMBER-4TH OcroBER.-First
American National Contest at Elmira; full
statistics not available, 'but many soaring
flights were made. On the last day Wolf
Hirth made the world's first flight in dry
thermals, going 33 miles.
On an undiscoverabre date in 1930, Ralph
Barnaby was taken up in a Priifling glider

s1Jspended from the rigid airship "Los
Angeles"; he cast off and glided to earth.
FORTY YEARS AGO
15TH JULY-17TH SEPT., 1920.-A gliding
contest was held on the Wasserkuppe,
Germal'JY, at the instigation of Oskar
Ursinus, editor of Flugsport. This was the
first of a series of annual contests on the
Wasserkuppe which led to the mastery of
slope-soaring in 1922 and of distance and
altitude soaring in 1929. Many glides were
made, and a few short soaring flights of
under a. minute, but there: was one fatality
wheI\ E. Loessl tried to soar in a biplane
glider and half his tai,1 collapsed.
While this meeting was on, Peschkes
soared for over 2 minutes over the Feldberg
in the Black Forest in a Wenk tailless
glider on 19th August.
SIXTY YEARS AGO
Wilbur Wright set off on 6th September,
and Orville Wright on 24th September, from
Dayton, Ohio, to Kitty Hawk, North
Carolina, where they began the gliding
experiments which were to le.ad, three years
later, to the world's first succ.essful aeroplane flights. They stayed there "several
weeks",

Reproducedlrom"Flugspor'"
ol2lst July,1920,thisdrawing
shows the KromerS.E.1 glider
0132ft. 10 in. span. Estimated
weightolthe wing was 37.7 lb.
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Kronfeld Club Art Exhibition
thought and planning had gone·
into the organisation of this show.
Yvon11C Bonham and Margaret Kahn
who were responsible for the hanging
must have had quite a few headaches to
place nearly seventy exhibits from twentyone artists to the best advantage, a task in
which they succeeded very well.
The standard of both oil and water
colour paintings, as well as of the numerous
pen and ink and pencil drawings, was very
high indeed, and the judges, Roy Nockolds,
secretary of the Society of Aviation Artists,
and David Shepherd, a committee member
of this Society, must have had a difficult
task in' selecting the winners.
First Prize in the Powered Aircraft Class
for oils was awarded to Harry Cooper for
his painting of three Glo'ster Gladiators;
while for ·a water colour in the same class
the First Prize went to Yvonne Middleton
for her picture of a Hunting·Clan. air liner
in which she normally flies as an air

M
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stewardess, this was much admired.
In the Glider Class Ann Welch won the
premier award for a "little gem" in oils.
In the opinionQfthejudges there were Dot
sufficient water-colours to merit a separate
section, but a pencil drawing of the Clubhouse at Lasham by Bobby Skor won Fir.;t
Prize in the "any medium" section. Charles
Hall's oil painting of a Hunter won him a
special prize for a "first entry", and the
judges also highly conunended V. H.
Vecver.; for his oil painting "Small Club
Site" and John Blake for his series of pen
and ink drawings of "Historic Types".
Much could be said in description of the
many striking exhibits which, although not
gaining prizes, were definitely in the top
class, but space <loes not permit this. It is
sufficient to say that those who were unable
to visit this remarkable display have missed
the opportunity of enjoying a colourful and
talented exhibition of aviation art.
R.H.

y.

Some of the exhibits~top left: "Bungie launch" by Ann Welch; bolfom left: "Hill
Soaring" by F!t.·LiclIt. David Brooke; lop right: "Cross-Country" by Margaret
Kahn; bolfom right: "Odiham 1960" by Ann Welch.
(Barralfs Photo Press)
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DEUX AIGLES!

"They shall mount up with wings as eagles"--Isaiah XL.31

by John Ifl,g/esby
it be t!lat thi$ ancient prophesy
_ to be found In the Book of the prophet
Isaiah is being fulfilled in our day as we try
our hand at the art of soaring? It is an
intriguing thought, or perhaps it has a
spiritual interpretation.
The eagles that aroused these thoughts
were real ones. It is not everybody' tllat has
shared a thermal witn a ooupleof eagles,.
and so perhaps it is worth while putting on
record.
All the single-seaters were out, and I was
lamenting my misfortune, Wnen along came
M. Ringle and seeing my plight said, "We
fly together." He had taken me ten years
before at another Centre, when I was more
or less a beginner, and now he was taking
. me' again, but to him, I suppose, I shall
always be a beginner! &lon we were airborne in a. Breguet 904, a splendid thing
with flaps and retractable undercarriage.
At the end of the valley, 25 kilometres
up from St. Auban, there stamds Auribeau,
a mighty bastion, impregnable, it.~ r.ock
face' just the place for an eagle's eyrie, the
back ,of it snow-capped amd desolaie.
I was flying at the time, trying hal'd to
inw!ess M~llsieur le Monit~ur sitting
behind me, m the hope of beUlg allowed
to fiy one of their Breguet 901's, or at least
an Air Cent. We were circling near cloud-

C
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base, 2,100 metres above sea level. The
clouds above were ragged cu., matching
the ruggedneSS of the country, below.
Circling round, I chanced. to catch sight of
a lolloping great bird, and wondered what
it was; it was some way away, and somewhat below us; it seemed to be in pursuit
of a smaller bird with faster-beating wings,
and (zoIning our way. I saw them no more,
being preoccupied with flying. Then quite
suddenly, "Deux aigles!" he exclaimed, and
there, down below us, they Were, cirding on
poised wings-two beauties! Banked over
to port, we had a perfect view of them
following each other round. "They are
playing;" he said. Circling in the same
sense as otlrselve.s, they seemed to be right
in the core of our thermal, and gaining
altitude visibly. Their circles were smaller
than ours, but fialtel, as they drifted r"und
with their tails splayed out like fans. We
began to go down slowly to get a closer
look at them, but they left off circling and
flew away.
Heights are difficult to judge. We were at
about 2,100 metre~. Auribeau rises to
1,914 metres, and the birds appeared to be
well above its smnmit. My guess is tnat we
got within 70 metres of them.
A~ for the species, roost IjJcely it was the
Golden Eagle, as he alone inhabits these
regions.

The Welch Task Selector for Gliding Competitions
by Ann Welch
INTRODUCTION
N returning from Butzweiler, I became
which, therefore, reduced the large numbl:r
. more than ever convinced that such of possibilities to a few practical proPOS1knowledge as exists on task-setting would tions.
have to be digested, c.oncentrated, and
The Selector below is intended., in due
produced in a form which it was practical course, to be printed cm a folding card
to use while actually setting tasks. Time is (pocket size) and used either with a comshort at such moments, and it is often put9r, or with an ordinary a....iation map.
difficult to think of all the points, let alone It is hoped that it will be just as userul to the
give adequate time to their cOllsiderjl.tion. cross-eountry pilot trying to decide ~~at
In SAILPLANE AND GUDlNG for February, to do with his flight, as to the competition
1959 (p. 11), I discussed the problem at task-setter. It is written in as concentra~ed
some length, and gave details of a simple a form as possible, to be used .as a working
computor, with which the time of the reminder, rather than an arlicle for cooproposed task could be quickly found, alld sideration.

O
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TASK SELECTOR
Strong Winds
TASKS

Closed circuit
Triangle and O. & R.
Straight Race
Distance along a Line
Frcc Distance

I

!

Development

Extensi,"c
sprtad.out
of Cumulus

YES

NO

NO

NO
Wasteful

NO

NO

NO
Wasteful

YES

YES

YES

YES

Light Winds

W""k
thenna1s

Good
thermals

Weak
thermals

Good
thermals

NO

Short
only

NO
Possible

NO
YES
YES

YES
YES
YES

~
YES

Tasks determine the form of the competitions. j he
job of the Task Setter is to determine the task most
satisfying to the competitors.
Unlike other spotts (motor rallics, sailins). the task
cannot be decided in advance. Neither the route nor
the type of task can be selected until detailed weather
information exjsts on tbe day in question.
[fthe wrong task is chose~ soaring wcather'may be
wasted, and pilots. frustrated Or eveil haz&rdcd. In
championships poor task-setting can produce the
wrong winner.
The Task Setter has several forms of contest to
choose from. based on Sfi'EED or DISTANCE. Hc must

decide whjchlof these will be most suitable for the day.
and then consider the route or direction, and' size of'
the task.
To do the job. he needs, in addition to accurate
meteorplogy, suitable maps. if possible. a simple
computor, a scale. the Rules. F.A.J. Cod~ Sportif,
and goal and turning-point information.

SECTION 1. THE TASKS
Race OYU a Trian&Ular CourseThis is the most demanding on weather, requiring
strong thermals uniformly distributed without strong
winds. When selecting circuit direction, have \.\liod·
ward legs during time of stronscst thermals. If a
turning-point risks being within the sea 'breeze
innucnce. go there early. When thermal distribution
is irregular, due to areat depth of convcctive layer
giving widely-spaced thermals and big Cu, or if there
is a risk -.of cX'tcnsivc Cu spread·out. avoid Triangles.
particularly small ones. If conditions arc marginal
for Trianglcs, inexperienced pilots may fail on windward le~s as their through-thc-air speed may be
10 knots slower than that of a good soaring pilot.
Out-and-Returo Race
Less critical than Triansles on weather. but the
same--col1siderations apply. O. & R·s. may still be
suitable when the wind is on the hil'h side for
Triangles, or when weather improves with distance
from base but a return is stiJldesired. Collision risk is
greater than with Trian.ales. Cross-wind O. & R's. arc
the best value.
Strai&.ht Race to Goal
This needs strong thermals. but wind strength;
witbin rc_ason~ is not limited. A void downwind
cou.tscs, -as these unnecessarily increase rctrie,'e
distances.
Vary cross-wind component to give
desircdlensth ·offlieht in hours. Set a long Raec. but
not deep into sea-breeze effects. if a Distance flight
would allow a hi&b proportion of competitors to
leach the coast..

NO
Wasteful

Cu~nimb.

I
i

Distance on a Line
A ~seful rask "-ben thermal strength or distribuLion
is not really suitable for Races. Ljne dir£ctlon. which
lDay be broken, should avoid control zones or other
unsuitable areas. It should comptomi~e between
avaHablc soaring time and distance from base. Never
set downwil1d unless llbsolutely unavoidable. It
should not be practical to reach the coast. If
una-voidable. make the line bend or ,retuT".
Free Distance
If in despair at the poverty of the weather. either
~et nothing at all or Ffce Distance, so that maximum
freedom of opportunity i,siven to the pilots. Do not
set it when large prohibited areas are immediately
downwind.
If the weather is superb Over a wide area with coasts
and frontiers beyond effective range', set Free Distance
but do not expect to fly next day.
In training competitions. Pilot Selection of Goal
with a bonus for reaching it is a useful variant of this
task.

SECTION 2. SETTING THE TASK
I. Da:ide at what point in the ranges of pilot skill
and glider performance thc tasks will be aimed.
2. With the available weather information use
Table I to eliminate impractical tasks.
3. If a speed lask is pouible. decide the intended
length of time in hours. Less than 2 hours increases
the luck clement; and unles5 the weather is eJtce~
tional. more than 41 hours increases the risk of
failure from this cause. If possible. the effecti"e tOlal
distance for championships flights should not I:e less
than 100 kms.
4. The course should be such that the avcrage
competitor has a ,easonable chance of completing it.
If. at the cnd of a task of 2t-3 ho~rs. fewcr than
SO% reach the goal and the weather is 8S forecast,
the task has been too difficulL
S. Thermal distribution and size of cou~e are
related. No course les. on the forecast. should be
expected to contain less lhan three separate lift areas.
6. Use the ebart (Fig. I) to determine lensth of
circuit for Triangles and Out-and-Returns on forecast
wind and average thermal strengths. For example:(i) Decide thermal strength. say. 3S0 f.p.m. Enter
(ii)

~i'dewind speed. say, IS knots. Go verticallY

up from A to hit IS knot wind linc. Point B.
(iii) Read averagp ground speed O\'er closed
circuit by soing left from B to C. Answer '"
this case 22 knots.
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0"') Multiply by ,intended time of task in hours to
det-crmine total length of circuit. Say 3 hOllrs,'. 22 X 3
c=:; 66 n~utical miles.
7. Plot thc courSClQn the map. using considerations
for ra.c.cs. Try to finn 'luming-points suitable to. the
Tll·sk. Prc-arrangcd or r-ecord Qourses should be u~d
onty if they fit. mct~orologicall)'. Ncver set any coors~
towards delcnorattng w.e.ather.
.s. Jf,the .....cath.er is soarabJe but not ,good enough
for ~ race. select either Distam)e along a Line or Fr;ee
Distan.;e, u.ilng DrsTANcE con-;iJcrations. The poorer
the weather the freer should the pilots be left to make
what they can of it.

~neral

'9. Task·sctting in good weather is e.asy, and in
poor weathcr ycrry difficult. Avoid setting a task
whieh is not justified by the weather, cven after
sevcral non~flying days. A void setting too big a task
in weakening we:t.ther aft.e,- good days. A void setting
too big a task "because ycsterday's was too small".
In margina,1 weather, postpone selection until the last
moment, so that the latest weather qm be considered.
Rigirlly cxclude confusions such as spectators, bank
holidays. even prizegiving. Remember that pilot and
crew fatigue can be dangerous. Prohibit interruptions
while tas'c-s<:uil1'g:, so there is time to think.
A. WELCH.
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The above ch<}rt assumcs uniform thermal distribution.
This table is worked oui on OUhand-Rctum into-wind without streets. Th~se \\oulO increa~e a\-cragc
speed. Cross wind Out-and-Return and Triangles will increase average sIX:ods. This increment is roughly
1/5 wilJd speed lOT OUI-alJQ.Rclucn, and 1110 wind speed for Tria!lgJes.
The chart is based on a hypothetical high-performance production glider.

Correction.-In the article 'The Certification of Foreign Gliders". published in our
last issue on page 308 first column the letters "B.G.A.R.". which occur twice, should
read "B.C.A.R." They stand for "B~itish Civil Airworthiness Requirements."
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Dice with a Cumulonimbus
by Brian C'lrI'oll
forecast for the 27th August seemed
right for a Gold C distance attempt,
and I decided to trY an out-and-return
across a light south-easterly wind to Diss,
Suffolk from Bicester, if the club Skylark
III was free.
I was aero-towed to 2,700 ft. about
11.00 hrs. and pulled off under a raggy
cloud over Bicester Garrison. The wind
was a suspiciously strong southerly and
very large .cumulus clouds were covering
the sky, so my task didn't look very
promising. I found some weak but fairly
steady lift over the airfield and was soon in
cloud at about 3,000 ft. After a few minutes
the lift improved and it was not particularly
turbulent; the artificial horizon was
chugging· sweetly, so I decided to try to
reach 10,000 ft. From this height, my new
magic wheel told me. I should easily be
able to cross the airways to the north and
east of Bicester provided I could remain
V.M.C. On leaving the cloud at 10,000 ft.,
I fixed my position at Brackley; this gave a
wind speed of about 20 knots for the climb.
Towering cumulus all around made it
obvious that I would not be able to remain
V. M.C. across the airways, and I was pretty
sure that I would not be able to cross below
the airway base. I therefore decided to try
for a Diamond height, and selected a likelylooking cloud near Bicester.
This proved fairly rewarding, but so
turbulent that I felt quite sick after 20
minutes or so and left the cloud for a while.
Re-entering the cloud I reached 11,000 ft.,
when again I felt sick and left the cloud. r
may have begun to be a little anoxic too.
Turbulence. hail and icing were quite
8evere. I fixed my position near Banbury
after some rather frantic map-reading and
peering through the direct vision panel, and
set off in a south-easterly direction to look
for another suitable cloud.
After 10.-minutes or so I was at 7,000 ft.
and entered a dlrkish wall of stratiform
cloud. Tnis, I decided afterwards, must
have b~en a s~elf of cloud projecting from
the large thunderstorm wilich I had entered.
I W.l~ soon in strong lift, climbing at about
750 ft. per minute. This was a very different
cloud from the previous two; it was very
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dark, turbulence was severe, and I was hard
pressed to maintain even an approximate
circle. I received several electric shocks
from the stick and pedals. As ),ightning
flashes occurred near by, the blast waves
(thunder) shook the aircraft. The noise of
hail was deafening. After a few minutes I
received a severe shock through my legs
and right arm which dazed me for what
seemed ages, so that 1 couldn't see the
instruments clearly. As the aircraft was
still circling, 1 doubt whether I was "out"
for more than a few seconds. By this time
I was getting quite worried. At 13,000 ft.
several th.ings happened in close succession:
The total-energy head iced up;
The trimmer froze up;
On scratching a hole in the ice I discovered that the wings were badly iced up
and, by trial, that the airbrakes were frozen
in. (Icing did not look as severe as I had
experienced earlier this month in a cu-nim,
but the effects were worse.)
I began to be worried by the strong push
on the stick I was having to maintain to
keep the speed up to 45-55 kts. (This was
how I discovered the trimmer was frozen.)
The artificial horizon toppled without
warning.
I hastily sWLlched on the turn indicator
(a Mk. 2A, which has a very comforting
"OFF" flag), and tried to keep straight on
primaries. I was very lucky not to lose
control at this poinl. Without airbrakes,
and considering the turbulence, I dare not
risk lo~ing control by circling on the turn
indicator. J was still having t6 push to keep
the speed up, and this made me begin to
doubt the accuracy of the AS.!. (The noise
of the hail prevented any aural estimation
of the airspeed.) I was beginning to overcontrol and had to force myself to relax: I
had to retain comrol or bailout. I dedded
to steer a south-easterly heading and during
this stage hit some extremely strong I ift and
sink. One core lifted me nearly 2,000 fl. in a
few seconds (this is shown clearly on the
very open time-scale of the Peravia barograph which I carried). Equally severe sink
a little later caused my camera to crash
against the \;anopy.
1 was badly frightened by this time, and
again began to over-control. I thought I
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was hyperventilating, and again tried to
relax; the real cause was undoubtedly
anoxia-at some stage the "balloon"
economiser of the oxygen set had eeme off
the mask, so I was receiving no oxygen. I
fixed this on again, and shortly afterwards
burst oUt thankfully into the sunshine.
Altogether it had taken me some 20
minutes of straightish fljght to get out of
the cloud. I was able to fix my position
near Upper Heyford through a hole in the
cloud below me. The trimmer was still
frozen, and when I released the stick the
aircraft stalled violently. This was probably
due to ice on the tail surfaces moving the
c. of g. back, causing a nose-up trim change
and a reduction of longitudinal stability;
later on, as the ice broke away, the trim
returned to normal. I had to lose J3,000 ft.
without airbrakes and foolishly did so by
doing 3g turns at about 80 kts. The brakes
unfroze at about 6,000 fe and 1 returned
.through the hole in the cloud to Bicester.
This flight could well have ended very
differently and at least it is possible to learn
some useful lessons.
1. In the severe turbulence experienoed
in the last cloud it would have been wise to
have both the turn indicator and artificial
horizon switched on, despite a reduction in
the total instrument time possible.
2. It would probably have been better to
exercise the airbrakes and trimmer frequeotly, though it is a moot poi.nt whether
it is better to leave them in all the time.
3. The best way out 'of the cloud would
probably have be~n on a north-westerly

heading. One does not know the extent of
the cloud and I estimate this one was some
J5 miles wide.
4. Frequent checks of oxygen equipment
should have been made.
5. It was very unwi~e to do the high g
manoeuvres after leaving the cloud when
the aircraft was still iced up, had been
struck by lightning and had been flown in
very turbulent conditions.
6. Loose articles, e.g. camera, are very
unwelcorne in the cockpit when it is
turbulent.
7. The horizon failed because a Joose
electric plug was shaken out, not because the
battery ran down! The voltmeter was
connected at the battery and so did not
show this; the external noise drowned the
usual noise of the pump.
8. Tail icing can cause considerable
changes of tr;m and longitudinal stability
which may considerably alter the nonnal
control feel.
9. The Cook compass was invaluable,
and was a useful instrument with which to
cross-check the turn indicator in the latter
stages of the flight.
10. The aircraft was found to be extensively punctured (mainly in the fabric covercd parts) by lightning and the leading edges
indented by hail. It is possible that the
structure had been affected.
I certainly have a much more healthy
respect for thunderstorms now. Next time
I shall try to avoid the errors I made 00
this flight-l hope they prov.e interesting
to others too!
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Gliding in Greece
by A/ex A/dott
Hearing from Mr. A/doli Ihat his latest
1. There is nQ private flying in Greece.
professional engagement had taken him 10 The gliding movement is entirely subsidIsed
the Mocambo Night Club in Alhens, we by the State. They are flying at an acrosuggested he might find Qut whal gliding is drome 120 km. north of Athens, taking up
being done in thal country, alld received Ihis pupils for courses with a Dakota, and they
reply.
live up there; so the costs are about £8 per
w~, sorry to I,earn that there ,is ,very Iitt!e
gliding hour, aD paid by the Government.
2. Their glider park is very poor. They
glldmg,done ID G.reece and It IS only ID
summer-tlme. Commg by a,eroplanefrom use for training a Yugoslav-built ZoglingItal:(, near Athens I notIc~ beaulIfu I like two-seater, and after that something
lenticular clouds: On descendmg we went like a Grunau Baby, They have also one
thr~lUgh exceptIOnally turbulent lay.ers,
Yugoslav-boilt Weihe.
which confirmed my secret hopes for hlghaltitude flying. I did not waste much time
3. They are hoping to expand their fleet
finding out if there is any gliding movement with a Polish two-seater Bocian and a
in or around Athens; nobody seemed to Hungarian (two-seater) lfjusag. But things
know about it at the aerodrome. Soon I
are going very slowly, as there is little
interest in gliding, and one fatality last
went up to the Aero Oub to make enquiries
and this is what they told me:year did not help them to go ahead.
>=< )C)( )C)( )C)( )C)( )C)( )C)( >=< >=< >C>< )C)( >=< >c::>c >=<
DisaimiDation.-u 'What did you like best?' I asked the boys. The oldest one considered
the ,question ~avely, then replied: 'Of the air show-the glider plane,' he said. Interesting,
wasn't it? What do you conclude from that, I wonder-the show stolen from the fearful
power of the turbo-jets by the gentle, graceful looping in the wind?"-Bel/y WillShire in
The Lady.
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BRIT AIN'S
FINEST
The
Long Mynd,
SOARING
Shropshire
Home of

',500 ft.
a.s'!'

S ITE

the MIDLAND GLIDING CLUB LIMITED

YOU WANT /T/ - WE HAVE /T/
Ab initio training
Advanced instruction
Fleet: 2 Prefects, 3 Olympias,
Aerobatic, Blind flying training
Skylark 11, 2 T·2lbs, T·:42b,
5·hour duration, Silver "CH Height
Ridge soaring, thermals, "'a\le flying
Subscription £7
Entrance fee £2
Excellent residential clubhouse
launches 3/-, Flying fee 12 /• per hr.
Good food
Bar
RESIDENTIAL SUMMER COURSES
Write for Course Brochure and Membership Prospectus to:

'ENQUIRIES',
Midland Gliding Club Ltd., Long Mynd,
CHURCH STRETTON, Shropshire
reI. linley 206
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British Gliding Association News
NatiOll3l Gliding Cbampionships
The 1961 National Championships will
be held at Lasham from Saturday 13th
May to Monday, 22nd May. Rules and
entry forms will be sent out to members
early in February. If you do not receive
them please write to this office not later
than the end of February as entries will be
limited to 100. The Glider Trade Fair will
be held at Lasham during the same week.
Championships Handjcapping
LEAGUE I.-The following recommenda·
tion of the B.G.A_ HandicappiQg ~ub
Committee was accepted by the Council of
the British Gliding Association at their
meeting on 9th November, 1960:"It is recommended that for the 1961
National Championship League 1 be
unhandicapped and marked on a common
system for all the participating aircraft
therein. Although the marking system will
be common, it is recommended that
separate lists be kept showing the positions
of the Open and Standard Class entrants
in their separate classes, and that the
winner in each clasi1 be announced as
'British Open Class Champion' and 'British
Standard Class Champion' respectively.
"Standard Class, in the above recommendation, is to conform with the Os1'!v
Standard Class rules (e.g. two-seaters,
whether flown one or two up, wiU hav~ to
fly in the Open Class). Aircraft wishing to
fly in the League 1 Standard Class will be
scrutinised to ensure they conform with the
rules."

SAILPLANE and GLIDING
Notice of Price Increase

What's new in the B.G.A. P
TI~S

can be bought in three colours, red,
bottle green or navy, same design as
before 12/6d. each plus pos1a!le.

Plotting tape

Avoid spoiling your maps with pencil
lines! Simply stick this transparent tape,
which is marked in inches, along the
line of your course. Made specially for
glider pilots-12'/6d. a roll of 72 yards.

Gold 'c' Badges
Much improved and smaller (1" diameter)
bad!les will in future be issued with your
certificate. The price of Gold 'C' regis1ra·
lion will therefere be 30/- including the
new badge.
Anyone wanting a new type badge may
buy a duplicate for 15/- each. State if you
want screw-pin or stud.

Annual Ball and A.G.M.

The B.G.A. Annual Ball will be held on
Friday evening, 9th March, and the Annual
General Meeting on Saturday morning,
10th March, 1961.
Instructors' Courses
The Lasham GI iding Centre have arranged to hold Instructors' Courses at
Lasham on the following dates: 9th-15th
and 16th-22nd April; 3rd-9th and lOth·16th
~ptember. The charge is £16 16s. per week.

Readers will no doubt have noticed tbat
for many past issues tbe number of editorial
pages has been increased from 56 to at least
64. This has, of course, meant an increase in New Gliding Club
production costs, and tbe Magazille ComA new Club in Leicestershire has been
mittee has therefore regretfully been forced accepted for Associate· Membership. They
to tbe decision to raise tbe price of SAIL- fly from Rearsby Aerodrome. Unfortunately they are called the "East Midlands
PLANE & GUDfNG by 6d. per copy. This
means that a year's substtiptiOll, post free, Gliding Club", which leads to confusion
with
the R.A.F.G.S.A. Club of the same
will now cost you 205. instead of 175.; tbis
will take effect with tbe February 1!)61 issue. name, who fly a few miles south of Lincoln.
We shall continue to make the mag;azine
.
as interesting as possible and have no doubt Flight Test Claim Forms
New forms are being prepared for claimyou 1Vi1I agree with the opinion that many
readers have expressed that it is very good ing Silver and Gold C tests. These will be
sent to clubs as soon as they are ready.
value Cor tile money.
-S71-

You
For and About

Instructors
ON DOING WHAT YOU ARE NOT
USED TO,
Or: How to Break Gliders Quile Easily
VERY so often a glider ~ets broken at an
- air display. Sometimes the damage is
only slight, and sometimes the damage is
due entirely to the pilot's morale, as, for
example, when he undershoots in front of a
crowd of people. It is obViously undesirable
that glider exhibitions should not "come
off", b!Jt even less so when the pilot is an
instructor, which is sometimes the case.
What happens to cause a man whose
normal safe flying standard is extremely
high, to make a stupid mistake when flying
in front of a crowd? The answer is simple.
It is not that he is a bad pilot, or that the
type of aircraft is stran.ge to him, but that he
is using it in a way he is either unfamiliar
with, or is grossly out of practice in doing.
Visualize the scene at the club committee
meeting:Chairman: "The Smarttown Aero Club
want us to give an exhibition of glider
aerobatics on Saturday week. Do we want
to accept, and who shall do it?"
Old Member: "Oh, yes. Always a ,good
thing to get people interested in our sport,
and as for the pilot, the C.F.I., of course."
C.F.I. (doubtliully): "Well, what with all
these courses, I've done no solo aerobatics
for years. There's no time to practise
properly, and the tug is u/s this week. I'd
rather not."
Old Member: "Fiddlesticks! You never
forget these things. You're the obvious
man. Of course you must."
C.F.I. (feeling his own and club's
reputation somewhat at stake): "Oh, all
right then."
Thus is the victim thrown to the lions.
The day comes, and the pilot, after only
a hurried practice at the end of the previous
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day's two-seatering, climbs into the glider
The wind is stronger and gustier than he
would prefer, because he does know his
limitations in these things. The airfield is
naturally different from his visit last winter
with masts, posts and little aeroplanes all
over it. However, he now has no choice,
and he is towed off.
The aerobatics are well flown, but on
finishing his planned programme there is a
little more height left than he expected. He
cannot just vaguely fly around, so he
throws in a couple of chandelles, which get
him back facing the right way, and lhen
turns for the beat-up. He is the first to
realise that he is now on the low side, but
thinking time is very short, and as he is now
half-way through the beat-up, he decides
that all will be well if he pulls up slightly
earlier than he intended, turns and lands.
It will make the spot-landing mOre difficult,
but being a cautious chap he is prepared to
throw that away in the interests of safety.
It is inevitable, of course, that the
turbulent downcurrent is lying in wait for
him at precisely the point at which he has
DO margin to meet it. He hurries round the
turn, massing his speed so as not to stall,
and pulls out. There are naturally obstructions quite close, because he is scheduled to
land in front of the crowd, and close to the
focal point of the display. The post he hits
with his wing-tip pl'Oduces the '>Ort of crack
which draws ~veryone's attention, and the
glider comes to a spectacular groundlooping halt in a cloud of dust.
The wagging heads say it was most
unlike tne instructor to make a muck of it,
but their owners will never realise that just
because a pilot can fly, probably extremely
well, in one way, he is not necessarily
equally good in other ways without proJ'Cr
training or practice. And this is particularly
true if he has been doing a great deal of one
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sort of flying, such as instructing. The pilot
in this story is not an incompetent instructQr; he is not even a bad or careless pilot.
He is just doing something which he is not
used to, in conditions wh.ich are just too
exacting for him at the time.,
There is a s,tage much earlier in a pilot's
life where gliders get broken for the same
reasOn. It happens when pupiJs are aJlowed
to soar before their flying is good enough to
allow them to cope with both satisfactorily.
It is not often the case that tne instructor
encourages solo soaring loo early, although
this does sometimes happen, but that the
instructor is not forceful enough or clear
enough in his permission or prohibition of
soaring attempts at this stage-and much
more often Lt should be prohibition.
The usual manifestation of this error
takes place whern the early solo pilot finds
I if! and has height enough to tbrow a couple
of circles and is delighted to find that it
works and that exciting height has been
gained. This red light must not be missed by
the instructor, bec,ause all too soon an evil
thermal lies in wait at the downwind end of
the field. Little ImlOcent flies into this,
and without a thought in the world throws
a circle, perhaps two, because the results of
the first were mot quite as anticipated. The
second is, not either, and the awful truth
dawns-that the field "LOOKED RATHER FAR
AWAyH.

Innocent points towards it. The alternatives
are well known. Eithe.r the glider, still
floating hopefully towards the field, cartwheels over the third, second or first hcd£e
shOT! of it, or with nose high and heart in
boots, stalls, or stalls and sp(ns on the
approach, to the sobe,r gaze of the other
pupils,
Let it not be thought for one moment that
soaring should not be iJltroduced early 00.
It should, and it must be if we are to teach
competent soaring pilots.
If thcrmals
present themselves while the pupil is dual,
the instructor would be wrong if he never
either used thcm himself, or demonstrated
them to the pupil. ]t is important to keep a
soaring outlook in the pupil's mind; but
this does not mean that there need be no
control over when the pupil cao or cannot
soar. ]n the pupil's early solo flying he
should be told 00 l:very flight whether or not
he is permitted to try to soar, and very
clearly the limitations in minimum height,
distance from field, length 'of time, etc.,
which he must obey.
Jt is asking for disaster to allow the pupil
to do something he is not used to doing,
like flying, and then, on top, allow him to
experiment with something else, soa.ring,
which he almost entirely doesn't even
uftderstand. Several hundreds of pounds'
worth of glider are consumed each year
from this cause alone.

Hurriedly, and with beating heart, Little

ANN WELCH•

.A Skylark in the Rockies
by Gale Abels
After helping Philip Wills to wke' part i'n the United Slates National Championships, Gait!
Abels bought his Skylark 3F and with it entered and wan the Rocky M'Ounlains Soaring
Championship. The following extracts are from a leller by him [to Philip and Kitty Wil/s.
The interpowtianssig"ed "MU are by Mrs. Marilyn Ahels.
N Saturday ,and Sunday (before the
The first day was maddening. Some of
contest) I logged 4 and 3 hours of my promised crew backed out and then I
local flying and comcluded that the problem drew last starting time. Tows were 20
in soaring was no longer (for me) a matter of minutes apart! A few L-K's, 1-26, TG-3 aod
staying aloft until ooe's seat became the other Skylark were entered, and off on
paralysed, but rather that the Skylark had the task of a ZOO-mile triangle when I got
opened up new horizons. That was ,a week into the air. MY first real glider crQSSago, and this last three-day week-end was country was then to ullfold. I left the airthe contest.
port with one good thennal under my belt
I Went to it fully prepared for embarrass- right on course, streaking away from the
ment and disgrace to the Skylark but field (attempting to look like a pm to the
thinking one has to acquire experience some spectators), and immediately began to get
way.
nervous over whether I might ever find

O
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another thermal. There were 00 cumulus
except way west over the mouotains in the
opposite direction of the task. Of course I
found more lift and pr~oo according to
your speed chart. But it was slow going and
I kept worrying about all the others, some
of whom had about two hours' head start
00 me.
One glance at my watch as I approached
the first turn-point told me I was much too
late to expect to get very faT that day; and
then I had my first struggle. The turn-point
was a town called Ft. Morgan and had a
very large green belt of irrigated land fed
by a river which crossed my course to the
airport (turn-point). It took half,an-hour
to get across to make the photograph before
turning, but I was then too low to cross the
green belt again, so searched for more lift
and was almost beside mY:lClf when I discovered the other Skylark a half-mile 'east
and below me. I must have cheered, for he
had half-an-hour's start on me. We eventually circled in the same poor lift without
much success, and then I found he had
disappeared, so I took on a plan to fiy
north opposite of course toward a flimsy
cumulus-the first one I had seeD. I got up
to about 7,000 feet above ground there and
then braved the green belt crossing once
more. But alas, it was now 4.30 and I could
feel the L-K's reaching home; and here I
was with 140 miles to go.
I determined to stay as high as possible
and use the max. LID I could get. The sUn
began to cast incredibly beautiful shadows
from the mountains like huge brush strokes
reaching probably 50 or 60 miles out on to
the flat plains to the east. The days are
quite short now, and with those large
shadowed areas on the ground I knew the
last thermals were near. The lift never was
very good after Ft. Morgan, and I was working 50 ft./mio.liftjust to maintain altitude for
that last long glide in cool stab1eair. Due to
the infrequency of lift, I was forced to make
extended glides at 38 knots, and I was
surprised to find I was almost two-thirds of
the way to the next turn-point and with
rather respectable altitude. My last glide
theo began.
I shall oever forget my utter ama2;ement
at the Skylark's performance in this cool
air. It didn't seem to sink at all, and I was
able to round the turn point and get 15
miles toward home Before landing at
6.40 in rather poor light. Myreas<>nable
contentment turned to sheer joy when I

called in for my crew and leaf.1'1ed that ,no
one had reached home and I had in fact woo
the day with the longest flight! The farmer's
supper of scorched hamburgers never tasted
better, and I returned to the pasture to sit
in my Skylark and gaze up at a full moon
and recall what Philip had said: Gliding is
fun!
My crew was late, having been stopped
by the police who thought the trailer was too
long. After checking driver's license, car
registration (a Texas plate on the trailer,
pulled by a Colorado car driven by a
Germao with a Canadian license-M.), and
then, interrupting their pursuit to arrest
another motorist, they returned and
measured the car and trailer which was O.K.
And finally the day was not complete. I was
to have spent our 13th wedding anniversary
with Marilyn and friends because I had
assured her that the first contest day would
be a short task and that I would be home in
time (he joined us at 11.30 p.m.-M.).
The next day I approached the airport
with confidence and determination and some
thoughts that I might possibly be able to
win. I got a good s.tarting time and streaked
out on the course of a goal-and-return that
measured 132 air miles. There was a 15knot head wind aod no cumulus, but
therrnals :were stronger this day, and although ,the going out was slow, the return
was really fun and I made it in three hours
for a 44-m.p.h. average and won the day.
It would have been a great day except that
I made a bad landing. Shortly after I
touched down the tail began to come
around in a ground loop, and I turned 180
degrees. Neither the wings nor tail had
caught the ground, so the only damage was
that the fabric fairing on the skid had
pulled loose in a few places. We examined
For Salo

FAUVETTE •••
In view of lI'Iy recent r.ti.......nt 'rom the Nayy,
I h~Ye decid.d th.t Inus' MU my FauveU•. Th•• ircraft
is in fuh competition 'rim and is offered as a going
concetn complete w,ith

t"a....

EguiPMent includes arti-

ficial horizon, oxygen and Cook compass,

£1175 [for quick sale)
Thl•• im""~ hold. Ih. Il<ill.h Di.l.ne. I.cord of 384
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Cdr, 'Tony Goodhart,
lIlERft IV, f.c. ,• • ,32, Av. d. New Yort, Por'i.lis.

-every fitting in detail and then put the
Skylark to ~d. But then the maddening
thoughts of what might have happened
started running through my mind and I waS
sick. Whether I had become over.confident
with the Skylark's ease in flying and coptrol
I don't know" but I bad never gf'oundlooped an aircraft before, and this at least
served to warn me there is a latof aircraft
there to worry about. A good night's sleep
seemed the only cure for m¥ misery.
The next contest day was an out-and·
return of 200 miles-to Peublo and back.
A successful trip would give me Gold C
distance and Diamond Goal.
Now realising that I must not make this
letter. which i~ already too long, more
fatiguing, I shall conclude by saying that I
completed the task in about 6} hours.
None of the others made it. so I took the
trophy too.
A good feeling, I must say, with Silver C
Duration ou the first day, Gold Distance
·and Diamond Goal On the last day, and 0ne
electromotive ceJL in my br,ain containing
the memory of the ground loop to calcltion
me it! the futu:re'.
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held a most successful Dinner
-HEandClubDance
T
the 7th October-the
Guests of Honour were the President of
011

the Royal Air Force Gliding and Soaring
Association Air Chief Marshal Sir Theodore
McEvoy, K.e.B., C..B.E." A.D.e., and Lady
McEvoyand Mr. and Mrs. F. N. Slingsby.
We would also like to make special
mention of one Wednesday Lecrure:-Qn
14th December Ann Welch is giving a novel
Lecture entitfed "r Declare Perranportb,
You Navigate". Forthismembersareasked
to bring with them their maps for a winter
cross-country. This shQuld be both amusing
and instructive.
The following week, 21st December, we
are holding a Christmas Party to which we
hoPe all members will turn up.
.Starting on Thursday, the 12th January,
WIll be the second half of our Instructional
Lectures by C. E. Walliogton, which are

- - V. G . ~Dr

nit t'tpe~~.1 ~'ir~riftt

rtpllirS flnA ~1'fl:rtSI

tst'imlfttS
83 WICKSTEAD AVENUE, LUTllll. BEDS

nm on alternate Thursdays. This seoond
series is on meteorology and navigation.
The charge for the course is 10s. or 2/6 for a
single lecture. Any further information may
be obtained from the Secretary of the Club
or from Harold Tarnow of 55 South Parade,
Bedford Park, WA.
The Club is holding a pho,tographic
exhibition and eompetition from 1st March
to 10th Macch. Entries should be not less
than f.ul1 plate size and not more than three
per entrant. Further details will appear
later, but it is also hoped to hold a section
f(H colour transparencies. The subject of
the photographs should be to do with either
gliding or light aircraft ,flying.
Prospective Dew members and visitors
always welcome-Anl'lual sub. £1.
Diary of Lectures 'and Film Shows
Wednesdays at 8 p.m.
Nov. 30th FERRYING AN AUSTER FROM V.K.
TO MALAYA by Major Whitehead.
Dec. 7th Am. TRANSroRT IN BRAZIL by
W. N. Tonkyn, with slides.
14th I DECLARE PJ;RRANPORTH-¥OU
NAVIGATE by Ann Welch. See
notes for details.
21st CLUB CHRISTMAS PARTY
28th CLUB CLOSED
Jan. 4th GLlDING EAST OF SUEZ by
Lt.-Cdr. John Stanley, R..N.,
with slides.
11 th CRUISING ON THE CHESHIRE AND
- LLANOOLLEN CANALS by John
Furlong, with slides.
_
18th BROWliING THROUGH MY Loo
BecK by Bernard Collirls.
25th E,epeat by request of official
Polish World Championships
Film.
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Canadian National Contest
Deleurant, wea~ing the silks of the
Aero Club Harmollle ofTQronto, won
this year's National Contest Championship
in his club's SchJeicher Ka-8 with a total of
5,909 points over the eight contest days.
Runner-up was the team of Yeates and
Ames, flying their brand-new 1-23H15,
which won the maximum of 1,000 points
four times.
With 30 pilots and 20 sailplanes, this was
the biggest Canadian Nationals yet. Of the
four American sailplanes entered, the
leading scorer was John Bierens' Ka-6b.
Dave Webb and Ben Price of Montreal,
who, with Ron HaJliday, imported a new
Skylark 2 last spring, entered both their
own ship and Canadair Soaring Club's
1-23D and flew the two gliders turn and
turn about.
Tuesda}', 19th July.-The Nationals
opened with a 53-mile race to Welland.
Fourteen of the 16 starters finished. Yeates
winning with an average of 52 m.p:!}.
Wednesday, 20th July.-A Gold C day,
so the task was distance along a dog-leg
through Perry-Warsaw Airport and Elmira,
N.Y. Two reached Elmira, 190 miles along
the course-Webb in the Skylark and that
Yeates man again gaining 1,000 points each.
Thursday, 21st July.-Back to the fray,
after some long retrieves. To-day a lOO-km.
triangle around Hespeler and New Hamburg. .Bernie Palfreeman in his and Terry
Beasley's new Fauvette won, landing at
Doon; but on his heels was John Bierens,
who took the lead from Chuck Yeates.
Saturday, 23rd Joly.-Twelve of 19'
finished the race to Fingal over a 58-mile
cross-wind course. Bierens the winner in
his Ka-6b.
SlIIIday, 24th Joly.-This was the day
that told the tale. A 200-km. triangle arouod
SI. Mary's and Alma seemed too much; but
WiJli :Deleurant patiently worked his way
around on marginal lift and was the only
one to finish.
Gor<lie Hicks also did
remarkably well in his 1-26, coming within
a few miles of the goal, and scoring 886
points. Deleurant took the lead with
3,657 to Bierens' 3,457 and led for the rest
of the meet.
Moodsy, 25th July.-Race to Listowel
and return, 104 miles. Webb won, landing
at Plattsville on the return leg; but Willi,
landing close behind, gained a comfortable

W

lil.l

margin with 4,605 points to Bierens' 3,802
and the Price-Webb Skylark's 3,770.
Wednesday, 27th July.-Free distance,
with three flights mto New York State.
Jack Ames, the Old Pro, led the field, flying
112 miles to Alexander, N.Y., taking over
second place for the Yeates-Ames entry.
Deleurant reached Lowbanks, 50 miles out,
but retained a cushion of almost 500 points.
Tbursnay, 28th July.-Race to Arthur
and return-88 nules. Ames won again,
com;ng back four miles from Arthur.
Deleurant characteristically followed the
weather, trying to get around a storm in
the hopes of getting home eventually. He
had to land near Stratford, far off course,
but still scored 918 points to be second for
the day and the contest champion.

D.

I<1NG.

Final Results
Sailplane Points
Pilot
5,909
1. W. Deleurant
Ka-8
2. J. Ames
1-23 H15
5,497
C. Yeates
Skylark lb 4,708
3. B. Price
D. Webb
Ka-6
4. J. Bierens
4,319
5. R. Grady
4,217
L-K
6. T. Beasley
B. Palfreeman Breguet 905 4,209
7. M. Boudreault
O. Boudreault
S. Bienada
E. Wimberley
Skylark 3b 4,013
8. C. Bonds
L-K FT
3,301
9. J. Kclly
3,250
R, van Humbeck L-K Pr
10. N. Tucker
Skylark 3b 3,130
2,822
1·26
I I. G. Hicks
12. 'E. Seymour
2,785
1-26
D. Seymour
2,749
13. J. Perucci
1·26
Viking
2,649
14. P. Tingskou
1.26
2,617
IS. D. Marsden
16. D. WiIson
1-26
F. Wright
2,598
17. N. Birch
2,539.
R. McKenzie
Skylark 2
18. H. Bovenkirk
F.Bundy
2,157
1-23d
19. D_ Webb
P. Price
1-23d
2,101
20. J. Chesborough
J. Johns
Olympia
1,712
L-K FT=Laister-Kaufman Flat-top
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The Sagitta
A STANDARD CLASS SAILPLANE FROM HOLLAND
by R. N. Tay/or
T

a small fiymg and gliding dub near

A Apeldoorn, Holland, I met Piet
Alsema, the designer and builder of a new
Standard Class sailplane, the Sagitta. As
sooo as he was told that I had come to
see the aircraft, he kindly opened the
hangar and proudly presented the result of
the last three years' work.
The Sagitta is a very pleasant aircraft to
look at, both on the ground and in flight.
Some interesting features are the long,
pointed nose without skid, the very slim
rear fuselage and raked fin and rudder and
the airbrakes, which open upwards and
forwards. The tailplane and elevators fold
upwards for transportation, and the mainplanes ar·e at present attached by a single
central fin. This latter system is to be replaced by a two-pin attachment on production aircraft. The tip-floats prevent the
usual tip wear-a od-tear and also help to
reduce induced drag problems.
Up10' now, fiying trials have been carl'ied
oat, with the exception oT ~pinni·ng. This·,
however, is not expected to cause any
outstanding <lifficulties, as the stall is quite
straightforward. At the normal cruising
speed of 85 km./hr. the Sagitta has a sink of
60 cm./sec. ThiS gives a glide ratio of 1 :38,
and althougb perhaps a little on the fast side

for small and weak thermals, there is little
doubt that this aircraft will do well under
strong thermal conditions.
The first production aircraft are being
started this winter, and initial estimates of
cost suggest that the basic aircraft will be
around the £1,000 mark.
Mr. van Eck writes that the Sagitta has
now been tested and the results are even
better 'than expected.
The following sinking speeds were
measured:
0.56 m./s. at 85 km,fh.
0.90 m./s. at 100 km./h.
1.36 m./s. at 120 km./h.
1.50 m./s. 'It 14Q km·/h.
3.60 m./s. at 180 kmJh.
Further particulars of the machine are:
wing span 15 m., length 6.70 m., total
height 0.91 m., empty weight 216 kg.
The constructiolil has ooen inspected for
C. of A. and only one modification has to
be made, the single main spar fitting has to
be replaced by .a pair of bolts owing to
high surface pressure. If the stalling, spin~
ning and velocity tests are satisfactory
N. V. V1iegtuigbouw will put down a series
of three aircraft.
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Gliding Certificates
are items of special interest in this
TPhilip
latest list of certificates.
Wills has become the third

in 1952.
In both the C ar.d~ Silver[ C lim wiIl 1:e
seen Air Chief Mar~hal Sir Thecore
British pilot to add all three Diamonds to
McEvoy, K.C.B., c.:B.E., \\"to is tte very
his Gold C badge. In 1938 he became the active president of the R.A.F. Glidirg ard
first British pilot and the third in the world Soaring Aswciation. Arotter Sihu C is
to g~t the Gold C; he acquired the Goal Air Commcdore L. Falrick Mecre, wJ:cfe
Diamond in 1951 and the Height Diamor.d gliding career 1:q~an in 1932.
COMPLETE DIAMOND BADGE
No.
Name
Club
Dale of
Completion
3
P.A. Wills
Lasham Gliding Society
3.8.60
HERE

No.

3

Name
P. A Wills

DIAMOND FOR DISTANCE
Club
Lasham Gliding Society

Date
3.8.60

DIAMOND FOR HEIGHT
Club
Cranwell Gliding Club
Bristol Gliding Club
Bristol Gliding Club

Dale
18.8.60
7.8.60
7.8.60

No.
314
315
316

Name
D. S. Bridson
D. W. Stowe
RH. Perrott

No.
247
248
249
250
251
252
253
254

DIAMOI\TJ)
Name
R. A. Mann
C. R. RichardsoD
I. Paul
R. Sandford
D. J. Corbett
RI. Tarver
P. E. Collier
R. H. Perrott

No.

64
65
66
67
68
69
70

71
72

Name

FOR GOAL FLIGHT
CIl/a
Moonrakers RAF. Gliding Club
London Gliding Club
Newcastle Gliding Club
Wessex RAF. Gliding Club
Anny Gliding Club
Coventry Gliding Club
Bristol Gliding Club
Bristol Gliding ClUb

GOLD C CERTIFICATES
Club
Moonrakers RAF. Gliding Club
London Gliding Club
Newcastle Gliding Club
We;sex. R.A.F. Gliding Club
Army Gliding Club
Coventry Gliding Club
Surrey Gliding Club
Bristol Gliding Club
Bristol Gliding Club

R. A. Mann
C. R. Richardson
I. Paul
R. Sandford
D. J. Corbett
R. I. Tarver
D. P. L. Scallon
P. E. Collier
R. H. Perrott

Dale
29.5.59
5.9.59
31.7.60
31.7.60
4.8.59
29.8.59
31.7.60
7.6.59
Date of
Completion
16.7.60
23.7.60
31.7.60
31.7.(j)
7.8.60
1.8.6>
7.8.60
7.8.60
7.8.60

SILVER C CERTIFICATES
No.
950
951
952
953
954
955

Name

R. L. Stathard
B. J. Edwards
G. R J. SpilIman
P.J. Wilby
A R. I. CT\lickshank
M. J. Webber

Club

Date of
Completion
Yorkshire Gliding Club
29.S.60
Cambridge University Gliding Club
3.8.60
Cambridge University Gliding Club
14.6.60
Suffolk Gliding Club
31.7.60
Cambt:idge University Gliding Club
13.8.60
Bristol Gliding-c1ub
17.4.60
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956
957
958
959
960

961
962

963
964
965

966
967

968
969

970
971
972

973

P. J. Staff
L. P. Moore
A.. H. Taylor
D. A. Gunn
G. E. A. Brooke
T. E. R. Taylor
E. J. Lusted
K. W. Woolley
T. McEvoy
D. A. Wilson
R. F. Neame
N. H. J. Barnard
W. G. Lydiard
D. Bryce
G.Orlick
M. J. Smith
A. W. Williamsoo
A. Petrie

Southdown Gliding Club
Midland Gliding Club
Surrey Glidiog Club
.
Derbyshire & Lancashire Gliding Club
Midland Gliding Club
Laarbruch Gliding Club
Midland Gliding Club
RAF. Gliding & Soaring Association
Newcastle Gliding Club
Kent Gliding Club
Windrushers R~A..F. Gliding Club
Royal Aeronautical Establishment G.c.
H.Q. 2nd Tactical Air Force G.C.
Newcastle Gliding Club
Coventry Gliding Club
Windrushers R.A.F. Gliding Club
London Glidiilg Club

5.8.60
31.8.60
5.8.60
17.7.60
18.8.60
26.6.60
14.8.60
10.8.60
15.8.60
12.8.60

7.6.59
27.8.60
19.6.00
18.6.60
20.8.60
20.9.60
29.5.60
13.8.60

C CERTIFICATES
Gliding Club or
A.T.C. Sclwol
E. N. Neep
Covenlry
6. D. Wilson
Midland
Derbyshire &.
D. A. GUIlD
Lancashire
P. A. Sinficld
616G.S.
A. H. OateY
645 G.S.
A. Bial kowsk i
Midland
O. J. Truelove
While Rose"
W. P. Swash
Suffolk
P. W. Andrews
Moonrakers
D. W. Phillips
Clevelands
J. W. make
Surrey
N. E. Bishop
H.Q.2nd
T.A.F.
P. R. Green
Silver Wing
A. K. Baker
Cornish
K. C. Ward
614 G.S.
P. M. Yaughan
,Chillerns
G. A. Alder
6140.S.
C. A. A. Rayner Cambridge
P. J. Robins
616G.S.
S. N. Cullen
622 G.S.
D. M. Butler
H.Q.2nd
T.A.F.
L. P. Long
Midland
T. J. Malone
614G.S.
T. A. E. Robinson Midland
J. K. Pike
644 G.S.
T. M. Creasey
643 G.S.
E. W. C. Hayman Cornish
P. Herbert
Red Dragon
T. A. Mason
Silver Wing
L. A. Crawford
Cornish
1. L. A. Eyers
Silver Wing
J. A. Dibdin
Midland
J. H. O. Smith
Midland
P. E. Cowell
Clevelands
C. W. M. Tandy Coveutry
L JerLY
Polish A.F.A.
H. J. C. Ravenscroft
6350.5.
D. K. Craig
Silver Wing
B. F. J. Seares
Silver Wing
S. W. C. Clink..al..
While Rose
P. D. Kc1sey
644 G.S.
W. W. Mclnlyrc East Anglian
Namt

Gliding Club 0"
Glidilf[f Club or
A.T.e. School
A.T.e. School
644 G.S.
D. Robensoo
R. A. Hi«t
622 G.S.
Cornish
D. S. Jones
Northants
P. N. C. Cooke
'(orkshire
M. P. Beaumon
P. J. BrocklesbY
621 G.S.
(l.c. P. R. FOrd
622 G.S.
Windrushcr:s
D. J. Willson
R. C. Cheshire
616 G.S.
EaSl Yorkshire J. M. Baric.
H. R. Po.on
Norfolk
643 G.S.
D. W. Daniel
D. A. Stubbs
621 G.S.
Ea.t Yorkshire S. A. Wilks
M. E. West
Surrey
M. W. E. C. Channon
C. F. MUllford
East AnGlian
H.Q.2nd
R. S. Gale
616 G.S.
T.A.F. E. W. Darby
Army
P. Mtnmuir
H.Q.2nd
J. McPherson
Moonrakers
T.A.F. R. T. Frogley
Easl Yorkshire
H.Q.2nd
T.Oulds
J. R. Clarkc
644 G.S.
TA.F. W. R. Shrubsole Chilterns
644 G.S.
R. Towell
R. K. H. WiIliams Windrushers
Norfolk
H. B. tl:edfearn
F. R. Dickson
Silver Wing
No.folk
M. J. Walson
T. K. Connor
Norfolk
Taunton Vale J. J. Boyle
D. G. Matthews
Anny
J. W. Lawton
Norfolk
G. J. Blaekman
6210.5.
P. Mordaut
Cornish
O. Gleadall
643 G.S.
Yorkshire
H. Hindle
R. G. d'ErlaOGcr Surrey
J. Bohemen
Cambridge
R. O. WiJlell
Coventry
Coventry
G. C. Gordon
G. F. M. Gamer 616 G.S.
T. J. Krzystek
Polish A.F.A. J. K. Hampson
Chilterns
Lasham G.C.
G. G. Crokcr
T. R. F. Gaunt
East Yorkshire
Cambridge
J. H, A. Row
W. Andre....
H.Q.2nd
T.A.F.
SoUlhdown
J. E. Ham.er
P. G. C. Herring Eas t Yorkshire P. Soame
Surrey
Bristol
Yorkshire
W. W. Osmond
H. H. H. Enmel
Wind rushers
D. R. J. Gilford·Hull
R. C. W. Mayes
Surrey C.C.
Army
J. R. Jenkinson
East Yorkshire
J. F. Birt1cs
Midland
A. Chester
R.A.F.G.S.A.
T. McEvQY
R. A. Macfarl3ne Moonr:Uc.ers
Midland
B. E. Hann
M. K. Holloway Perak F.G.
Chillerns
Yorkshire
G. E. Payne
C. F. Waldron
B.A.F.O.
Moonrakers
M.
J.
Wood
R.Staines
Midland
R. Hughes
C. Jamcs
Derbyshire '"
Midland
Lancashire P. J. Stricldand
Perak F.C..
J. D. Camphel!
Midland
L. Crook
Norfolk
A.
J'.
Podolski
Midland
H. J. Martin
M. J. Rosenom·Lanng
Midland
K. G. Hickling
Clevelands
Lakes
R. O. Wollf
London
J. Washboume
Midland
K. Jady
Midland
R.
Gledson
623
G.S.
M" K. Marshal!
C. W. Ansel!
Suffolk
621 G.S.
R. J. Barlow
Namt
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The CLayton Winch
a long time past there has been a need
for a properly designed winch, capable
of launching the modem gliders of high
wing-loading. especially two-sealers, in "no
wind" conditions. Considerable thought
has been put into the design of the Claylon
winch, which has been planned to be
capable of launching any present.day
glider in any wind conditions from flat
aerodrome sites. No attempt has been
made to render it suitable for use on rou¥h
ground, for which it would prove far too
heavy.
The winch has been built at the Claylon
engineering works at Dulverton, Somerset.
embodying a certain number of bought-out
components. The power unit is a Foden
F. D. 6 Mk. J, g'ving 126 b.h.p. at 2,000
r.. p.m. Transmission is through an industrial-type friction clutch, hydraulic coupling
and fixed-ratio gear-box. The drive is
manually engaged to either of two drum5.
each lcapable of holding 6,000-8,000 ft. of
steel stranded cable.

F

OR

A particular feature of the drums is their
exceptionally large diameter, which greatly
!l:ssens internal strains in the stranded
cable, and so should result in a much longer
cable life.
The c.able is fed on to each drum through
two pulleys each 12 in. diameter, and a
laying-on mechamsm is provided separately
to each drum. Braking is by industrial-type
disc brakes. The maximum speed is aoout
80 ft. per sec., and the estimated maximum
wire tension is 900 lbs.
The winch was put into operation at
Lasham during September. and has now
done several hundred launches in a variety
of weather conditions and has launched
various types of gliders, including Slingsby
Eagles in no wind. There have been only
n,:nor "teething troubles", and the"launches
have been considered to be very satisfactory.
On the short runway at Lasham launches
which hitherto averaged 700 ft. arc now
being made to over 1,000 ft.
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Make it
plain sailing
When the call's for a trustworthy tow-ear, thc Vanguard
Estate Car's the answer. It makes gliding and sailplaning
plain sailing with its sheer dependability and ample pull.
ing power. Ncver in this class of vehicle did so much
robustness lurk behind such. grace of line, such stem-tostern el\}gance. Within ... lots of room for a party of six
to ride in generous comfort ... or (with back seat folded
clown) for a full quarter ton of luggage. But perhaps the
biggest surpTise this perfect tow-car has in store for you
is its economy. Call in or call us up; we shall be only too
glad to give you a demonstration.

£//34.9.2 inc. P.T.

See it at

Berl~eley Square Garages
Ltd., London, W.l

eX:CIUSiVe~.1iinwna-=.areadeale),'S G R 0
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4343

CHRISTMAS CROSSWORD
Our Christmas Crossword this year is in the Open Class. It is large and rather difficult.
A prize of a Gliding Tie or Square (depending on the sex of the winner) will be awarded to
the sender of the first correct solution. These should be address,ed to the BoG.A., 19 Park
Lane, London, W.!., each envelope being marked "cross,word" in the bottom left-hand
corner. All envelopes wil1 be opeJled on Monday, 2nd January. Solution in our pext issue.
1

12

:.>

f4

6

7

22

\0

11

12-

17

20

IZI

2.3

i

25-

!

24

!9

\6

\9

16

8

-

15

14

13

5

1,

126

I

Z7

28

--

29

35
40

31

50
36
41

54-

SS

59

38

4:2

43

44-

$2

i

56

57

47

48

139

49

53
58
61

60

165

34-

37

146
$1

~3

I

'l~

50

13.4

-

10«

63

67

66

69

68

ACROSS
1. Hens in the hedge? (two words, 8, 6).
13. :&elative (4).
15, 26. Lament.
16. Filmic whisky (6).
17, Brief cloud (2).
18. T day (6).
20. See 2 down (4).
21. Hit (3).
22. Some brakes and tabs are (5).
23. A young 1 ace.? (S).
24. Red rig in. reverse (6).
25. Sce 65 (4).
26. See 15 (4).
27. Different metals (6).
28. See 48 (2).

~

29.
32,
34.
35.

A rice boat (anag.) (9).
39 down, 57 ace. gets a 53 ace. 66.
See 48 (2).
Scotch mouse goes to Canada and
grows horns (5).
37, 35 down, 52. One of the products of 40
down?
38. Eastern coontry (4).
40. $oftr Vanish (4).
42,47 down. The winner gets it.
45. 3 circle (5).
46. Extort (5).
48, 28, 34. etc.
50. See 30 down.
52. See 37.
53, 66,. Got by doing 32, 39 down, 57 ace.
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54. Splendid dog (3).
57.
59.
60.
62.
63.

See 32 (10).

In the town of Falmouth (5).
Short month, the last (3).
V.S. private (2).
A compass needle does, in one word
(5).

65, Z;5 ace.
Go back, safeguard your
money!
66. See 53.
67, 33 down. e.g. a penny.
68. Slower (8).
69. Next to altars? (S).

DOWN
1.
2,
3.
4.
5.

Line of height (8).
20 ace. Advanced 29.
No Highway (11).
In mud and river sand (6).
Balmy Loma could behave like this
(10).

6, 31. Start back.
7. Cockney centre (6).
8. Pineal (anag.) (6).
9. Hunting cry (6).
10, 57 down. Oddly enough, to operate it
you must do the opposite.
11. Survey (4).
12. Thor's home (two ....ords, 6, 6).

COSI~I

14. Late (5).
19. The opposite of a hair-cut? (Two words,
4,4).
25. It's drastic when you have to do it out
(4).
28. Flattering when soft (4).
3D, SO ace. Old oath.
31. See 6 (4).
32. Loud small distance (5).
33. See 67 (2).
36. A mhted pest (4).
39. See 32 ace. (7).
40. He instructs-his swine to gjve up hard
drink? (7).
41. Same as 34 (2).

42. Grumbling transport (7).
43. Low I.Q. (4).
44. Chuzzlewit (6).
47. See 42 ace. (3).
49. Saturate (6).
SI. Fearsome (5).
53. Goat cloak (4).
SS. See 37 ace. (2).
56. In want (3).
57. See 10 (4).
58. Ape (4).
61. Roman road (3).

63. High and slow (3).
64. Help! (3).

VARIOMETERS

"COOK" ELECfRIC VARIOMETERS
"COOK" COMPASSES
"IRVING" TOTAL ENERGY
VENTURIES
"COSIM" BEST SPEED SCALE
HOLDERS
WATER TRAPS & NOSE PITOTS
Leaflets on request to:

*

Cobb-Slater Instrument Co., Ltd.
"Cosim" Works, Darley Dale, Matlock.
'Phone: Darley Dale 2138
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the age of 53 he captured by walking 79
mlles with 30,000 feet of aggregate ascent in
281 hours; and after that as a member of
the Alpine Club he climbed 83 peaks over
4,000 metres in six years. In post-war years
he devoted much of his lime to globetrotting, and between his journeyings would
find the time to com~ 'and see us at C3mphill.
He gave us a Trophy, and we know that he
held those happy rumbustious ,days at
C3mphill in great store.
His deep interest in gliding and flying,
unbounded energy, his friendliness and
forthright attitude towards confusing problems, and the ability to have a rea] bind
when things Were I:\ot ~oil1g his way fast
enough, were ~ome of the things which
made him a, "go,od gliding type" and
established him in our affections and respect
at Campnill-leaving a memory with those
of us who knew him in those times to last
for many years.
B.M.

OBITUARY

JOHN WESTHORPE
readers wiJI have already learned,
M with very deep regret, of the tragic
accident to the T-21 "Firefly" ,at Dunstable
OST

Pholo by A. E. Slater

EUSTACE THOMAS
the death of Ellstace Thomas at his
home in Manchester there passes one
of the best-known and engaging personalilies in Briti~h gliding in the mid-thirties.
He came into glidin'g bv the Lancashire
part of the Derbyshire & Lancashire
Gliding Club before the merger and removal
from Woodford to Camphill. Learning to
soar was not too ea~y in those days because
few were suffic;ently experienced to teach or
knew enough abo)Jt it to help, so Eustace in
characteristic manner bought himself an
Airspeed Tern slilplane so that he could
find things out for himself. It can be said
with truth-but not unkindly-that the
Tern spent a lot of time in the Camphill
workshop, but Eustace got his Silver badge
in his 70th year-the 31st to have been
awarded in the United Kingdom. Introdoced', as he was, to gliding and power
flying rather late in life, his first al1d real
love was Tell-walking and mountaineering,
in which he demonstrated his fantastic
energy and physical endurance. He held a
number of records, among them being the
Lake District fell-walking recold, which at

B

y

on 30th September, in which John Westhorpe, Resident Instructor of the London
Gliding Clul;>, and his pllpil, Peter Carter,
lost their lives.
The possessor of a B Certificate, John
Westhorpe joined the London Gliding
Club during a summ~r course in 1956. His
outstanding energy and enthusiasm were
quickly noticed, and with his natural
qualities of leadership he was soon urging
his fellow club members to greater efficiency.
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Photo by G. H. StephensoJl

John's flying ability was well above average
and his Gold C distance with a goal diamond were achieved on his second cross·
country flight, one week afu:r completing his
Silver C distance.
In 1958 he took to professional instructing
anj once more his natural talent was
obvious. His tremenoous energy and will iDgne~ to tackle any job were an inspiration
not only to his pupils but to his fellow
instructors and members of the staff. Many
pilots owe a great deal to his skill and
patience as an instructor, and to his readiness to discuss flying problellli> at practically
any hour of the day or night. A capable
organiser, John was responsible in no small
measure for the success of the London
Gliding Club since he took over the day-today running of its flying activities in May
1959. His efforts will not easily ~e forgotten.
Many gliding people have visited the club
in recent years, particularly during tbe
various competitions, in which John's
presence and ability were much in evidence.
All who met him were impressed with his
dedicatjon to his job, the pleasure he so
obviously took in doing it, and with the
warmth of his personaEt¥. Everything John
did was done with zeal and enthusiasm.
This was hi!. attitude to life, a.o; those of us
who knew him well will long remember.
To have earned the sjncere respect and
friendship of so many in so short a time is an
achievement in itself.
His death at the age of 26 is a great loss to
his personal friends, to gliding, and most of
all to his parents, to whom we offer our
deepest sympathy. John's life was far too
short; it may be some small consolatjon to
know that he lived and enjoyed every
J.c.E.
minute of it.
PETER CARTER
aged 21 and new to gliding,
a pupil of John Westhorpe (as related
above), was unkown personally to most of
us. He was, nevertheless, OQr companion,
one of u~, and to his parents we would like
to .express our sincere sympathy at their loss.
J.c.E.

P

ETER Carter,

Inquest Report.-At the adjourned inquest on John Westhorpe and Peter Carter,
held at Dunstable on 27th OCtober, Dr. E.
E. Smith, of Epsom, gave evidence· that he
had treated Westhorpe for ,epilepsy since
1952:, and that his last known attack was in
1955. Needless to say, no onc at the London

Gliding Club was aware of this; nor was
John Westhorpe's father.
WILUAM LIDDELL

L!ddell, of Belfast, who died on
W
18th October, was a founder member
0f the Ulster Gliding Club. The club had an
ILIAM

excellent gliding site on the North Coast of
Ireland, a stretch of firm sand known as
Maggilligan Strand. The clubhouse was one
of the rooms of the Downmll Hotel facing
the beach, and in spite of the fact that
macrunes had to be taken on to the site each
day through a railway arch and then assembled, the members did a lot offlying and
in the early days actually put up a better
show than clubs in England.
William bought a Grunau Baby n in
1934 and so was one of the earliest of
private owners. He sold the G.B. in 1936
and bought a Kirby Kite, which he enjoyed
until June of 1938, when he took over a
Gull I. The Kite was purchased by Charles
Wingfield of the Midland Club and is still
giving service somewhere in England. The
precious Gull I, after 22 years of use and
most careful attention, was a great joy to
"Bill" LiddeIJ.
We gliding people have lost a good and
~nerous friend.
F. N. SLlNGSBY
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PUBLICATIONS

FOR SALE (eontd.)

"AUSTRALlANGLIDING" - monthly
journal of t~ Gliding Federation of
Australia. Editor. Allan Asn. Subscription
)0 shillinp Australian, 24 shillings SterliIle
or 3.50 dollars U.S. and Canada. Write for
free sample copy. "Australian Gliding".
121. George Street. Liverpool. New South
Wales. Australia.
"MODEL AIRCRAFT"-Official Journal
ef the Society of Model Aeronautical
Engineers. Features contest winning model
designs, cortstructional articles. photoIDphs artd reports of international and
national contests. 1/6 monthly from any
newsagent. Send for specimen copy free
from "Model Aircraft", 19-20 Noel Street.
London, W.!.
SLOPE SOARING with a radio control
model sailplane is a fascinating pastime and
a typical phase of aeromodelling. Read
about this and other aeromodelling subjec:u
in AEROMODELUR, t~ world's leading model
magazine, published monthly, pdce 2/..ova AERONAUTICAL PRESS LTD.. 3.
ClareDdon Road. Watford. Herts.

EAGLE 3-Please appiy H. A. J. Si1Iey,
Esq., Theydofl Grove, Epping, Essex.
FOR SALE. Weihe Sailplane. 500 hours,
excellent condition, fully instrumcoted,
including electric Turn and Bank, and
O1tygen system. Blown canopy. Complete
with tubular frame, canvas-covered trailer
£450. Another similar with no trailer £390.
Both in Sweden and delivered to Gothenburg or Halsingborg for this price. Box 74.

FOR SALE

BERGFALKE IT for sale. Built 1954 at
Scheibe. Overhauled 1959. Danish C. of A.
2. complete sets of instruments (il'lcl. 3
varios-one with ,total-energy) Price £45()
F.O.B. Danish border, or nearest offer.
Please write. FLYVEKLl;BBEN AVIA·
TOR, Vestre Alle 35, Aalborg. Denmark.
CARAVAN PARTS (Supply) Ltd., 216
Seven Si~ters Road, London, NA.
ARChway 8079/6323.
lOO yds. from
Finsbury Park underground and main line
stations. Suppliers of all caravans and
trailer fittings, winches, axles, jacks, jockey
wheels, etc.
DON'T look like a Toy Drum Major!
Wear a miniature Gold C badge in 9 ('arat
gold, ~N diameter £5 5s. each. Small pieces
of crYstaliised ~'arbon set as required 30/each, lapel or brooch fitting. Sim]ar real
Silver C 15/-. Replica bracelet charms
in gold £2 10;., Silver 10/6. Post and packing 1/-. Charles Green, Retail Jewellers, 78
Regent Street, Leamington, Warwickshire.
When ordering, please give Badge No.
and date of completion.

GRUNAU BABY Mark llb with C of A.,
fitted with Air Brakes and wheel, with or
without trailer. Particulars from Box 72.
HAVE KITE-WILL TRAVEL. Delightful
10 years tested, aero-towable, Kite L Spoilers, Barograph, Year's C. of A., £275 o.n.o.
Trailer if required. Olympia wanted. Box
75.
IRVING PARACHUTE. Perfect condition.
Size 13 x 20 x 5, in. £200.n.o. Main, 141
Faulds Gate, Aberdeen.
KRANICH 2 with powerful airbrakes and
blown canopy, good condition.
£350.
Birkerod Flyveklub, Uglevangen 5, Virum.
Denmark.
SKYLARK H, New type canopy, basic
instruments C. of A. until March, £850.
TRAILER Fitted for SKYLARK n, £150,
Stowe, 122. Pembroke Road, Clifton, Bristol.
TUTOR, instrumented and fitted with
spoilers, Current C. of A. £150. Also
Tutor spares and Cadet wings. Perkins
Gliding Club, Peterborough.
WANTED

FULL SET of instruments, Barograph and
Parachute. Box No. 71.
IMPECUNIOUS GROUND ENGINEERS
require a well worn and/or bent Olympia
or similar. Must be reasonable. Box 73.
PREFECf or Grunau with C. of A.
Birkett. Box 8057. Causeway, S. Rhodesia.
WANTED (for purchase or temPorary hire)
T31 in good condition. The Secretary, The
Gliding Club, The College of Aeronautics.
Cranfield, Bletchley, Bucks.
WANTED Prefect Sailplane. State condition and price. Box No. 70.
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Correspondence
AIRCRAFT FOR WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS
Dear Sir,
It is unusual to catch out Ann Welch in an inconsistency, but one appears in her article
in YOUf October is~ue "More On the World Championships".
She writes that ideally one would like each pilot to have two aircraft, one for super
conditions the other for f\1arginal weather. In her previous sentence she criticise~ llritish
sailplanes ,as being "excellent compfomiseaircraft", goimg on to forecast that such aircraft
won"t win much longer. :Bmt since one is omly in fact allowed one machine PEr pilot, then
surely an excellent compromise is the best thing to have, since the best championships ttst
out both pilots and aircraft in the widest range of ownditions. Indeed, the results of all the
championships held to date conclusively show that the machine with the widest spectrum
of performance nearly always wins.
This will not be so' if the championships are ever held in an uncompromising place,
like Texas-which in itselfis a strong argument against holding them there, for the World
Champion must surely excel in .all kinds of weather and territory.
Ircidentally, no one ha~ yet pointed out the remarkable fact that in each dass the
winning aircraft in the 1960 World Championships was the cheapest aiI\:raft in its class.
PHILIP WlLLS.
ANN WELCH replies:Philip Wills has misread my artil;]e. I did not state that eill;h pilot should have two
aiI1craft. I said: "In the matter of aircraft and future British teams .•. Ideally, one would
like to enter World Championships with an exotic for super weather, and a really light
weight manoeuvrable glider in I;ase the weather is poor in both Open and Standard Classes."
The object of such actio11 would be to increase the chance of a National win in countries
where the weather is unpracticabl'e, so that the championships period might be predominant1y magnificent, or might be, as it was unfortunately ill Gerrnal1Y, poor.
With regard to his remark on cheapness: tbis may be an excellent sal<:"s point, but,
unfortunately, it is not true. Certainly in the Open Class th£r~ were cheaper gliders,
notably the Ka-6, Zugvogel and Wejhe. I am not sure about the Standard Class in that I
do not know the precise prices of the Ka-6, ZUgYoge] and Pik 3.
ELECTRIC FENCES
Dear Sir,
The October issue gave a warning about electric fences being difficult to see.
Usually they consist of a single wire, 30 ins. high, stretched .across the width of (field,
and are moved along the field to give cows fresh grass each day.
:-.;
The grass on the side. which has been graud off often looks a lighter colomr, and so
pilots should be very suspicious of any greeD! field with a sha,rp line across, dividing it into
lighter and darker parts.
SUI'rey Gliding Club
BARRlE G0LDSBROUGH.
WANTED [contd.)

WANTED: Skylark III or Skylark 11; with
or without trailer. Apply P. Pozerskis, 24
Exeter Street, Kettering.
WANTED. Tutor Wings. Particulars to
Hon. Secretary, Scottish Gliding Union,
Portmoak, ScotlandweU, Kinross-shire,
Scotland.

SITUATIONS VACANT
A VACANCY exists for post of resident
instl'uctor at L.G.C. Accommodation a\(ailable if reqlrl;red. Write stating age, exper·
ience, qualifications to Manager, Lomdon
Gliding Club, Dunstable, Beds.
SKILLED sailplane repairer required.
Write stating experience to Southdown
Aero Services, Lasham Airfield, Alton,
Hants.
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ends the rather indifferent 1960 Soaring Season, but still many clubs show increasing
S numbers
of launches and hours.
Making their debut in this issue we have the Essex Club, who have, after two years
O

searching, found a site at R.AF. North Weald, only 18 miles from Hyde Park Corner,
also the embryo South Wales Club at Caerphilly. We have two new R.A.F.G.S.A. Clu~,
Bannerdown at R.A.F. Colerne and The Grasshoppers at R.A.F. Wattisham. In the
Overseas Section we welcome the inter-services Club at Fontainebleau.
At a time when everyone is thinking of winter chores, let me remind you of a few of
the club festivities, to which all are invited. On Friday, 9th December, the Derbyshire and
Lancashire G.c. celebrate their 25th Anniversary with a Dinner and Dance at St. Ann's
Hotel, Buxton. This is also Basil Mead's twentycfifth Anniversary Qfbeing their chairmanwhat a record. Congratulations Basil!
On Saturday, 10th December there is the annual Christmas "do" at Lasham. On
Friday; 16th the Swindon Club have a party and on the 17th the Bristol and Norfolk Clubs
both have parties, to mention only the few of which I have heard.
I hope all these are a success and take this opportunity of wishing all clubs a Very
Merry Christmas and good soaring in 1961.
The final date for copy (typed double spaced on foolscap) and photos to reach me at
44 Belsize Square. London, N.W.3, for inclusion in the February Issue is first post Wednesday, 14th December.
YVONNE BONHAM,

Hon. Club & Association News Editor.

BRISTOL

y the end of August we were jnvaded by
the Wessex (Andover) contingent with
numerous aircraft for what proved to be
one of the wettest weeks of the so-called
summer. We're sorry they didn't get much
flying, but we hope next time they come the
usual Nympsfield thermals will be present.
A strong north wind on 9th October
induced the north ridge to work. well for the
first time for months and everything got
into the air. Gordon Mealin~ and Charles
Lagus got their 5 hrs. in Olys on this day.

B

Up to then the N.W. and N. winds had not
been in evidence this year.
Several members have been surveying
sites in the Black Mountains.area for a wave
soaring expedition and arrangements have
been made to take one or two aircraft to the
area when the forecast looks promising.
Clearly defined waves are frequently seen
downwind from the Black Mountains and
in fact reach as far as Nympsfield, where
small gains of height have been made. TWo
alternatives under consideration are either
towing upwind from the site or operating
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from a disused airfield to ,the west ot' the
Black Mountains.
A big programme of cleaning and
painting and of equipment overhaul is now
under way and will contmue throughout the
winter. The winches in particular took a
beating, as the courses ran from the
beginning of May to the end of September
with not one course being rained off to any
great extent.
A.LS.

Evidently inspired by the speeches at the
Dinner, John Tcasdale set forth in the
Olympia on the following day and completed his Silver C with a 42-mile flight to
Elstree.
G.S.N.

CAMBRIDGE

nominated goal of Usworth, is the .longest
goal flight by a club member in the U.K.
Jvor Tan'er completed his Gold C and
set up a new Club altitude record of 14,000
ft. on 1st August. On 7th August Michael
Smith had an aero-tow to 3,000 ft., under
a cu-nim which took him up smoothly to
15,000' ft. when his Olympia was struck by
lightning, suffering holes in the nose cap
and exploded timber in the rudder.
Mike circled in descending air with full
brakes-to discover later from his barograph ,that he had come down less rapidly
than he had climbed!
His average rate of climb was about
40 feet per second and the flight from release
to landing took 0nly 15 minutes.
On 20th September Mike completed his
Silver C with a five hour flight on the ridge
at Edgehill-a task which was repeated by'
Reg. Ludgate on 1\ th Qctober.
Messrs. Neap, Kidger, Avery. Large,
Perry and Green have soloed since our last
report, and Cs have been gai_ned by Messrs.
Hunter, Neap' and Cro5S.
There have also been a number ofchanges
of office within the Cll!lb. Sheila Hands is
now Treasurer, John Large the Secretary,
and our C.F.I., Mike Stather Hunt, has
passed his office on to ~ouis Glover, wh?se
Ground Engineer duties are now ben'\g
undertaken by Reg Ludgate and Mike
Aspinall.
.
AII the retiring members have put ID a
tremendous amount of work for the ClubMike' Hunt, in particular, having hel~ some
sort of office since the Club'~ ~nceptiOn.
P.M.

spite of mediocre weather conditions,
the academic year ending in September,
1960 turned out to be the most sucl;essful in
the history of the Cambridge University
Gliding Club. With a fleet of five sailplanes
a record number of 1,093 flying h()urs was
logged and the number of Silver C legs was
30, six more than in any previol!ls year.
There was also an outstanding number of
solo-conversioFls and C flights. Much of
this s~ was due to the improved aeTOtowing facilities provided by the Tiger
Moth.
In June, Tony Best gained his Sl1ver C
distance with a neatly ex~uted 57-mile goal
flight. The Club had a fortnight's camp at
the Long Mynd.
Graham Spillman,
Graharn Pratt and Colin Donald managed
their 5-hour flights at this splendid hill-sjte
and thereby completed their Silver C's.
July was a month of notable climbs
which culminated in a Gold C height, by
Peter James in the Skylark. Six Beginners
and two Advanced Soaring Courses were
held, and very ably organised by Stanley
Woolston. On 31st JUly John Boheman
completed his 5-hour and Silver height. over
Cambridge in the Swallow and then Slffion
Redman took it on a 3-hour cross-country
flight and gained both Silvel' C hei~ht and
distance.
The outstanding flight in August was
J. A. H. Row's Silver C distance across the
Thames 'Estuary into Kent. Brian Edwards
lnd Atthur Cruickshank also completed
their Silver C qualifications.
At the Se15tember Camp at the Long
Mynd only two pilots finished their 5-hour
flights-Peter O'DonaJd, and GiseJa D:eg
from Germany,
The 25th Anniversary Dinner which was
organised by Stanley Woolston, took place
on 24th September in the Hall ofEmmanuel
College.: • was attended by 9Q people and
proved a great success.

I

N

COVENTRY
EdgehilI' camp saw three Club records
T
broken. Howard Greenway's flight on
31st July from Edgehill, via Cranwell, to his
HE

CROWN AGENTS

season has not proved
· very1960kindgliding
in the way ofw.eather and yo'e
T
have not much
report smce the midHE

to

summer National Gliding week, most of our
flying me$bers from overseas having flOW
used up all their home leave and being Oil
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their way back to the particular outpost of
Empire in which they are serving.
A (eport of the National Aerobatic
Championships appears elsewhere in this
issue, but we would like to congratulate
Dan Smith of the London G.C. for his fine
display of flying in the Crown Agents'
"Swallow" whereby he giiined the second
prize.
J.E.G.H.

DERBY. and LANCS.
the 24th September, Keith Johnston
O
reached 10,750 ft. a.m.s.1. flying the
Club Olympia in cumulus on the rate of
N

turn only.
A new Bendix electric horizon with
lriinsistorized inverter had been obmined for
this aircriift some weeks before, but at
Camphill the removiil of one u/s horizon
from the instrument board and the screwing
in of a new one requires months of high
level planning, Qrgani3lltion and committee
work. Needless to say we are still in the
planrtinJz phase.
John Tweedy in the Sky reached 11,050
ft. a.m.s.!. on the Siime diiY, and probably
in the same cloud.
The club T-21 undershot and will be out
of action for many months; fortunately the
occupants were quite unharmed.
O.W.N.

DONCASUI

The bar was finished long ago. The only
thing we're short of is money, but it is the
general feeling that we should make our
launch alld flying fees as cheap as possible,
even if we have to be content with low
performance aircraft for some time yet.
M.C.U.

DUMFRIES
our last newsletter there has been
S
little flying. Our hangar now only needs
felting to be serviceable and the Club takes
INCE

great pride in having built it from ground
level. There is still a lot of work to be done
but we soon will be saved the msk of rigging
and derigging.
Work is also in progress on an ~xperi
mental cable retrieving winch on which we
have high hONS, The Tutor is now operating on the site and we eagerly await the
return of our T-31 so that we can recommence two-seater training. This is back at
Slings for repair and C. of A. after a heavy
landing.
We were pleased to have had a visit from
some members ofS.G.U. and look forward
to seeing members froro other cIubsespecially airboroe.
Our first full year of operations ends this
month and though our flying record is not
impressive, we feel that we have laid the
foundations upon which to build.
A.N.O.N.

club has now done a total of 3,300 ESSEX
T
launches up to the beginning of Septemis the first Club & Asso::iation News
ber. As our fleet consists of a T-31 and a T to come from the newly formed Essex
Cadet, we're feeling rather smug about our Gliding Club-the first ever post-war Club
HIS
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first year of operation.
We have had our first cross-eountry by a
dub aircraft. Brian (Hydrogen Bones)
Fisher took the Cadet 42 miles to Bardney.
A very creditable effort. The Press really
went to town-"Brian Glides ill and puts
R.A.F. in flap". "Bentley Man Crashes
Secret Rocket Base". "Blasted upwards by
a fteak current of warm air".
This area seems good for thermals and
we aTe eagerly awaiting the time when we
can afford a decent aircraft and reallY go
places. Being pretty well in the centre of
England and with the flat airfield-bespattered counties of Lincoln, Norfolk, and the
East Riding quite close, our hopes are high.
The winter is nearly upon us and massive
plans are iifoot. A pair of Tutor wings are
under construction iind a canteen will soon
be started as well a'S the less essential parts
of the club-house.

in the county. By the time this issue is
published we hope to be operational, after
over two years of frantic site searching!
Our home is situated at North Weald
Aerodrome near Epping, with London only
a mere eighteen miles away-undoubtedly
the nearest club to the capital, which should
prove very popular to all city enthusiasts.
Our dream fleet of machines has started
off with a new T-21 b and we have our eyes
on either a new Olympia lIb or Swallow fot
the very near future. We already have a
syndicate Skylark II in operation with the
possibility of one or two more privately
owned machines.
The site has both concrete and grass
runwayS and is ideally suited to all forms
of launching. We are starting off with
auto-towing, but fully expect to be winching
by the time the new year breaks. No bar or
social side just at the moment !-b1,lt give us
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a little longer ;Ind we'll soon put the matter
straight and keep those wives happy.
Fuller details regarding present and future
Club activities will be gladly sent by the
Secretary, M. G. Raynor, 855a London
Road, Wesrcliff-on-Sea, together with
details of membership if required.
M.G.R.

HALIFAX
is little flying to report from
T
Halifax due to two accidents within a
week of each other. The first one disabled
HERE

our long-suffering Tutor, alJd the second
the T-3l.
In spite of this setback work continues.
Eddie Pearson and Tony Brear are to be
commended on the way they have repaired
the Tutor by working every night of the
week.
Two syndicates have been formed, one
has already purchased an Olympia and the
other is making furtive enquiries!
Walter Parker is now our C.F.!.
DJ.W.

kindly allowed the Club to use. This gave
everyone valuable experience in flying from
a more limited area than usual, which
proved to us that with only a single qujte
narrow run, flying is still possible in most
wind conditions.
On Sunday, 4th Sept,ember, Jack Brab~
ham, world champion driver, paid us a
visit. He flew down from Fairoaks in his
Cessna, bringing with him one of our
members. Owen M addock, and two other
friends. The party reached Lympne in the
middle of a violent thunderstorm. They
spent some lime in the hangar looking at
the sailplanes, in which Jack Brapham was
very interested, before the weather cleared
sufficiently for them all to have a Bight in
the T-31 piloted by the Club Chairman,
Richard Parkinson. We were very pleased
to welcome them and hope they will be
able to visit us again before too long.
Ken Brissenden soloed on 16th October,
while Neil McHarrie, Brian Stevens and
Jock Brock have all recently converted on
to the Prefect. and Denis and Gordon

Jack Brabham, World Champion Motor Racing Driver, in the Kent Club's T-31, in which
he had a /fight at Lympne with Richard Parkinson.

KENT
OARtNG weather has not been plentil'u l
S
during the past two mOl)ths. Some
eKploratory flying was done from a field
near Stowting with a single strip running
roughly N.W.-S.E., which a local farmer

Crabb and Owen Maddock on to the
Olympia.
Finally, congratulations to Peter Tapsfield, our able Newsletter Editor, who was
married on 3rd September. That makes the
fourth instructor to be wed this year.
P.B.
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LONDON
season ended tragically at Dunstable
this year when John Westhorpe, our
deputy C.F.I., and Peter Carter, a newlyarrived pupil, were killed in Fireflyon 30th
September. An obituary notice appears on
page 385.
June saw sOme 1,400 miles flown. July
and August were severely down on previous
months, with a total of 600 miles (not
counting National Gliding Week). However, a good proportion of this was earned
by Silver Distances; Adrian Fisher flew to
Earls Colne on 9th July. Mid-August made
1960 a record year for Silver C flights. Alan
Petrie flew off his map to land 100 miles
away near Norwich.
Ted Hull made
Chipping Ongar in the Kite 1. The first
lady's Silver Distance for two years was
earned by Betty Fairman, who took an
Olympia to Newmarket on 25th of August;
on the same day Tom Zealley, in the G.B.,
made 37 miles to Grantchester. The same
fine spell brought another record-1S7
launches on Sunday, 20th August.
The' course training programme is
pressing ahead with volunteer instructors
helping out Ray Stafford-Allen, the Club
Manager, and our prototype T-2IA, The
Barge, supplementing the remaining T-21B.
We look forward to seeing Kestrel, our
high performance two-seater now under
I;onstruction, in full operation next season.
M.B.

T

HI'.

MIDLAND

in all, the last being held in the last week in
September. In spite of very poor weather, I
think it is true to say that we have had satisfied customers again. Our gratitude for the
success of these goes to John Harnden.
Keith Mansell is now Assistant C.F.!. to
John Hickling, and we wish him good luck
in this most exaetingjob, so open to criticism
and so often taken for granted. We are
confident he will be a success.

e.G.

NEWCASTLE
in the absence of soaring winds
E
_ suitable for Carlton, flying has taken
place on most week-ends. Good thermal
VEN

conditions have been encountered. these
providing Graham Garlick with a Silver C.
Graham has done some excellent work on
the Clubhouse and Dormitory in his
The
capacity of Clubhouse Manager.
reasonable comfort of the Clubhopse is
very much appreciated.
Using the full length of available ground,
we have (ound that WiDCh launches to 1,600
feet are possible and advanlage of this has
been taken to push ahead with flying
training alongside the development of the
site. A very welcome visitor was David
Carrow, who sampled the site.
We would welcome visitors from other
clubs, with or without aircraft, and we
would like to point out that 500 km. flights
to the South West are possible, especially
when the Spring Nor'casters blow.
B.H.

the 1960 season as a whole, NORFOLK [Tibenham)
R
it rather makes one think that skinhave now added a Swallow and Tiger
diVing would have been a more appropriate W Moth to our Club fleet.
sport to have taken part in this year!
The Waveney Flying Group at SeethiIlg
EVIEWING

E

Since the last report there have been few
good days" and these have been during the
week, so that week..end flying has suffered
and has been mostly circuits, with nothing
very exciting. George Brooks, however,
found one thermic day and did a nice
Silver C flight of sixty miles to cOmplete his
badge.
Figures are not yet to haoo, but it is
clear that the nUIRber of launches and the
hours flown will most certainly be down
on the last two years, the lack of Westerlies
being most marked. It is sad to think that
this fact will also mean that launching costs
will be higher for the year.
We have come to the end of our courses
for the year, of which we have held twenty

Airfield had an Open Day and the Tiger
Moth went ovcr to visit. Emie Cunrnngham
gave a fine aerobaticdisplay in his Olympia
and Alan Goodfellow made a very good
attempt at an "out and return" flight.
We are pleased to report that Brian Short
now has his C. We would like to apologise
for the spelling of Joe's sumame in the last
issue: hot Polensky but Podolski.
A Xmas party will be held in the ClubhO\lse on the 17th December and any
member of other clubs will be made very
welcome.
We are negotiating with the Norwich
Aero Club to hold an Easter Rally at
Swanton Morley.
M.R.C.
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NORFOLK &. NORWICH

(Swanton Morley)
HE hi~hligh~

of recent opera.tions was an

offiCial VISit to the Club by the Lord
Tayor
of Norwich, Mr. A. E. Nicholls, and
the Lady Mayoress on Sunday, the 2nd
October. The Mayor of Yarrnouth also
came in an Auster piloted by Mr. "Wilbur"
Wright, a club member.
The Sheriff of Norwich. Mr. Alfred
Warminger, our Club Vice-Chairman, flew
with the Lord Mayor, Bill Reekie, C.F.I.,
flew with the Lady Mayoress and Norman
Brett with the Lord Mayor's Secretary.
Demonstration flights were then given
by Gilbert Burton in the Skylark 3, and
Henry Stringer and "Mac" McLaughIin in
the Olympia.
This was followed by an aerobatic
display in the Skylark 2 by Alfred Warminger and the afternoon flying was completed by a glider formation display. Has
this been done previously?
A simple series of "Vies", "Echelons"
and "Line Asterns" was performed with the
Olympia leading and the two Sk.ylarks
maintaining position bY" their pilots using
the airbrake levers, in effect, like throttles,
One of the trickiest parts was the rendezvous
of three tug/glider combinations over the
centre of the airfield at the right time and at
the right height.
18th september was an excellent soaring
diy, we had the Skylark 2, Skylark 3 and
Kranich in one thermal together, and the
rate of climb of the Kranich, flown two-up,
was about equal to those of the Skylarks.
The Norfolk Clubs are hoping to hold an
Easter Rally next year.
W.B.R.

OXFORD
were pleased to welcome the new
WSun-burst
syndicate's Olympia llb, resplendent
Yellow and Cirrus White
E

.

In

(already called Lemon-Meringue Pie). This,
our fifth privately owned aircraft, brings our
strength up to eight.
Mr. and Mrs. Southam have "taken-otf"
with the Club's wishes for their future and
the hope that they will achievelheir "Silver",
"Gold" and even their "Diamond".
. ~uch experience of rigging and det1ggmg our aircraft was gamed as a result
(?f tbe redecoration of our hangar, but the
Sedbergh, for which no alternative shelter
could be found, developed a rash ofyeUow

spots in !'roteSl. The careful effort of a
select group whO devoted a miserable wet
day to ifs restoration were well rewarded
and the Sedbergh now enjoys with our
other aircraft accommodation which is
unsurpassed.
It is hoped that aero-tows will be mQre
readily available during the winter months
and most pilots should have an opportunity
to become experienced in tltisform oflaunching.
In a se;lrch for better launching
economics, a retrieving winch is being
developed under the direction of Johnny
Womack.

AS.

SCOTTISH G. U.
August certificate flights r.ated 3 A's,
3 B's, 3 C's and IS-hour leg; September
Ibrought
6 A's and 6 B's with assorted
N

heights and no cross-eountry flights of note.
The plans for the new Clubhouse have
reached Local planning stage and approval
is expected shortly, and upon the affirmative
we expect that eight weeks later we should
have a Clubhouse.
In September the Tiger Moth headed
North at the request of the Aberdeen Club
to provide a follow-up to the aer'Otow
experience gained by the Aberdeen members at Portmo:lk earlier in the year. The
Tug pilot was Bill Lawson (Treasurer), aided
by BilI Shanks :is baIlast and prop-swinger.
The return trip to Portmoak started as a
race against th4: East Coast "Har" giving
added mterest to the outing.
The first North Wave conditions appeared
on Sunday, 9t11 October, coinciding with
surface levelljn~ of the North runway by
bulldozer; this latter caused the runway
length to be shortened with resulting
restrictions on winch launch heights.
Further complications were added by
turbulent conditions and a persistent
"Down-plus" ijl the approach, due to the
unwelcome attentions of the wrong end of
the wave. Pilots ~re therefore unable to
use it.
It is hoped diat this indicates the return
of the annual y{.ave season and a fine crop
of Gold C heights or better.
Recent first solos have resulted in three
lady members (l3etty Jean McKel~~, yalerie
Wyles and Maureen McNaught)JQmmgthe
ranks of the Tutor pilots, mak,ing a total of
four ladies in this group.
WAS.
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SOUTHDOWN
HE summe~ expeditions wer.e rounded
off by a trtp t,o Lasham dUflngAugust
wjth the Club OIYlllpia. Ron Walker,
Geoff Creffield, Ian Agutter, Peter Chick
and Peter Wildbur made up the party, and
although most days produced some local
soaring the weather on tbe whole was
un co-operative, a reflection perhaps on the
whole month rather than any part of It.
Peter Chick gained exp<;rience of his first
aero-tows and all of us had fljghts in the
school Swallow, a new and interesting
experience.
Peter Wildbur landed away at Greenham
Common near Newbury and was somewhat
staggered to be met by a large Americ~n
-truck flashing a red light and labelled
uDisaster Control".
At Firle, Mike Squires soloed on the
Tutor during the August course and on ,the
15th October Tom Stewart and John
Simeons gained their C's with ridge flights
in the first north-easterly of the winter.
On the same day Geoff Creffield flew a far
from easy five hours on the ridge in the
Olympia.
We hope that the next north-easterly will
be strong enough for us to get out the
bungey SO that we can practise this Il?ost
enjoyable and neglected fOnD of launching.
P.W.

T

SOUTH WALES
forty paid-up members, a site at
Caerphilly, 11,000 fL above sea level
and winter quarters at Machin and a c1ubmade Ford V8 winch, we are almost ready
to take the air.
So far our fleet consists of an S.G.38 and
Tutor and members are busy learning the
do's 'and - don'ts of ground handling,
signalling, winching, etc. Some also fly at
the Long Mynd and Nympsfield.
Plans are also afoot for a building to be
erected on the site.
Membership details can be obtained
from the Secretary, I. H. Shattock, 8
Rectory Road, Bedwas, Mon.
I.H.S.

W

ITH

SURREY
OST people normally give up the idea of
Gold C distances in September. Not
so Don Snodgrass, who set off northwards
on 15th September and landed near York,
unfortunately missing the required distance

M

by some 10 miles. On the same day Rocky
Stone landed one field short on a 2QO-kilometer triangle.
George Burton took his Skylark III to
Dunstable on the 25th to compete in the
task (an out-and-return to Duxford) held
in conjunction with the Aeroba,tic competition. In this he came third. Godfrey
Harwood, Humphrey Dimock and Derek
Goddard competed in the aerobatics but
were unplaoed.
Sunday, 9th October, was a dismal day
at Lasham. It had rained continuously all
the night and the boys in the Ritl bunkhouse
woke to fir.d about a foot of water on the
floor. Shoes, socks and bags were floating
around in a soggy mess. Fortunately a
sense of humour prevailed and the poor
person who decided that bed was the place,
was unceremoniously dumped in the water.
Sunday, 15th October, Ray Brigden, a
member of the "Soar-the-year-roul'ld"
syndicate, No. 68, carried on the good work
by being towed to Petersfield and soaring
along the South Downs to Lewes and back.
Members. and friends are reminded that
any financial assistance in the buying of
the airfield will be gratefully received.
Dates to remember: 10th DecemberChristmas Party at the Clubhouse. 17th
December-Talk by the leader of III
Squadron at the Clubhouse.
c.J.W.

SWANSEA
many months -of hard work our
A
T-31 two-seater made its appearance
and was test flown on Saturday, 15th
FTER

October. After three test flights, Ronald
Mowbray, ooe of our founder members,
was checked out and sent solo, thereby
becoming our first member to gain his B
certificate. He was closely followed by
Idris Edwards and Graham Davies.
With the advent of the T-31, it can be
truly said that the Swansea Club is now in
business.
Greqt c~dit must go to Peter Hosaz:th,
ourHonorary Ground Engineer, for makmg
a magnificent job of the T-31 conversion
and modification, together with DOn
Gamer, our c.F.I., who was always on
ha.nd ~o help him.
During the Summer months 1,500
launches 'iNere made in our T·21 and quite
a few of our members enjoyed the thrill of
soating over the glorious Gower Peninsular.
Some aero-tows were also made using the
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Mrs. Abrahams celebrated her Golden Wedding by /ravillg /rer first jlig/rl ill the SWCU!Sea
T-21b with her SOil, the Club Chairman.

Swansea Flying Club's Tiger Moth.
Some interest, both local and national,
was aroused when the mother of our
Chairman celebrated her golden wedding
anniversary by making her first flight in a
gl idee Her comment afterwards: "Wonderful-I must go up ag1in--only higher and
stay up longeL"
Our ":fleet" now consists of one T-21B,
one T-31 and a Tutor, although it is felt
that by next Summer a high performance
sailplane wiJ] be syndicated by members.
F.KA.

SWINDON
first report from this club appeared in
T
the August issue and described the
start of two-seater flying at South Marston
HE

on 22nd May.
Since that d:tte I,OOJ launches have been
exc.eeded and first solos made by Messrs
Burton, Macpherson, Gosling, Hill, Ricketts, Wyld, Palmer, Keogh and Maxfield.

Our best wishes go with Mike Pa mer,
about to em'grate to Australia-his expert
tow-car driving and V.8 knowledge will be
sadly missed.
We have been pleased to receive expeditions from the Coventry Club with an
Olympia and Prefect. Their help with
instructing was very much appreciated
during their visits. Incidentally, we expect
delivery of our Olympia in February.
The parachute sub-section have been very
busy completing 163 jumps. So far 42
people have taken the training course.
On the social side, the first Annual
Barbecue was a success-indooTS! Rain fell
continuously from 4 p.m. and Social
Secretary Sam Colborne saved the day by
throwing open his hOUse, Redlands Court,
for the 300 guests.
A Christmas Party will be held on Friday,
16th December, at the Clubhouse-Visitors
welcome.
M.RH.
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TAUNTON VALE
(Devon &. Somerset)

YORKSHIRE

season over! we have totted up our
T
certlficates gained. Twelve B's and
nine C's, which is reasonably good progre>s.
HE

Reg Chubb and John Fielden completed
the furthest cross-eountry flights, the
former to Crewkerne, narrowly missing his
Silver C distance, and the latter to Sal isbury.
Membership continues to increase rapidly.
Audrey Kelsey, a flying member with a
C certificate, has very kindly donated a
Trophy to be awarded annually to the pilot
who flies from "home" 10 Exeter in the
fastest time in a Tutor; two members have
already descended upon Exeter airport,
trying to land inconspicuously in remote
corners of the drome. John Pomeroy at
present holds the record with a time of j\jst
under an hour. .
An "honourable mention" must go to
John Hancock for building a compact open
trailer, then travelling 400 odd miles with
same to collect our new spoiler-fined Tutor
from Northampton.
Our hard-working C.F.I. Sam Tolman
must hold the all-time record for c.F.l.'s.
He hasn't missed a single week-end's flying
since the Club started over three years ago!
We are greatly indebted to him.
M.A.K.

Chris Riddell, C.F./. of the Yorkshire Club
married An/hea PuJleyn on 241h $eptembe;
in York. The Best Man in Ihe background is
Jack White, the CLub Secretary.

SERVICE NEWS
ARMY
Club has had a satisfactory year. A
Skylark HIF was delivered in May,
thanks to the generosity of the Nuffield
Trust for the Forces of the Crown, who
gave it to us. Ted Stark flew it in the lnterServices Championship and came seventh.
On 31st July he took off from Odiham
and landed at Seaham in County Durham,
250 miles. By midday the following day it
was back at Lasham being rigged and was
then flown by Jack Ramsden to 22,000 ft.
Jack Ramsden has thus done all his Silver
C legs, his Gold C and Diamond height
since the beginning of May this year.
In the same week John Corbett completed
his Gold C by doing the height leg in the
Eagle, having earner been over Gold C
height three times with second pilots on
board.

T.

HE

Ben Watson who, like Jack Ramsden,
had just completed his Silver C, also did a
Gold C he:ght with a climb to 16,000 ft. in
the Olympia 2. Apparently he discovered
that you can climb in a spin.
Towards the end of August Dimitri Zotov
climbed to the Gold C height. We congratulate Ted Shephard on winning the
Individual Championship .at the InterService Championships.
The Club now has over 360 members,
of these 35 are R.N. and 50 R.A.F. This
shows the "combined service" aspect,
which trer.cl seems common today in most
Service clubs.
We have sent our Skylark It to the Long
Mynd for the Winter and we hope our
members and those of the Surrey Club will
give it plenty of work.
c.a.D.
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BANNERDOWN (Colerne)
long last, during, the brief periods
, when power fly~ng IS not taking place,
VOIces penetrate the aIr over CoJerne
airfield indicating that yet another gliding
club is born.
Our thanks go to PIt. Off. John Prince
and Jim Dean for giving many of our
members their first gHdingexperience in our
T-31.
Our fleet also includes two Tutors an
Eon Baby, with a Sodbergh to come 'and
later we hope if things go well, an Olympia.
Unable to use winches due to airfield
restrictions, we tow off the runways with an
ancient but trustworthy old Humber and
find we can make 1,400 feet in reasonable
conditions.
Serving also the local R.Ar. Units of
Melksham, Rudlow Manor, HullavingtOri
and South Cerney, our membership is now
well over the hundred mark.
Sqdn. Ldr. Ron Grant, who put so much
work into getting the Club started, unfortunately was posted even before we had the
first aircraft airborne. We now hear that
PIt. Off. John Prince will soon be on his way.
We w~lcom: visits~ from members of
adjacent clubs, but would warn any would~
b~ cross-country types that we are liable
to have Hastings flying seven days a week.
F.P.

A

T

EAST ANGLlAN (Duxford)

pOOR
weather. ~nd ~.AF. exercises have
rather curtailed fly,ng. We have had no
outstanding cross-country flights since
August, when John D~Jafield completed his
Gold C with a flight from Frome in Somerset to Ludham, near Potter Heighal1", in
Norfolk. He finished up the trip in the sea
bree.ze clearance zone, seratching between
600 and 1,000 feet.
Nobby Clark made several good crosscountry flights from Netheravon, and Dan
D:lap took the Olympia from Duxfotd to
Grimsby, getting Gold height en route. Jim
Frame has beaten all our records, staying
up for 23 mins. and reaching 1,800 ft. on
his third solo trip.
We have been busy rebuilding a Cadet
Mk. I, which is now completed and earmarked for Cyprus. The Eon Baby is due
back after repairs and a private syndicate
has bought a Kite n. The Skylark has gone
to Kirkbride for the winter wave soaring
project.
D. V.D.

EAST YORKSHIRE
(DriHield)
October the Club celebrated
O. itsthefirst11 thbirthday.
During the year OUI
N

accommodation has been twice moved and
we are now settling do",n in what we hope
will be our final offices stores, c1ubroom
and hangar area.
We started with one Wild winch a T-31
and a lot ofenthusiasm. We have e~ded our
first year with two Wild winches three road
ve~cles for retrieving and auto-towing, one
trailer and five atrcraft these being the
faithful T-31 , T-21, Cadet, Grunau and
Olympia.
We have carried out 2,773 launches
accounting for 260 hours 52 mins flying.
Virtually aIJ our members have been taught
from the "ab initio" stage and we have
awarded 26 A certificates, 26 B certificates
and 17 C certificates.
Sinc.e our last report Graham Garlick
landed here from Newcastle in his Kite I
to complete his Silver C--eongratulations,
Graham. Congratulations to the following
members of the Club in gainin~ certificates:
Mr. Chester and S. A. C. Quinn A and B
and Group Captain Frogley, Mr. Chester'
Ch!. Tech. Christie Cs.
Finally we would like to thank all
visitors for their advice and especially
Chris Riddell and Henry DoktO(' of the
Yorkshire Gliding Club for their help and
wonderful hospitality.
R.T.B.

FENlAND (Marham)
HE

main event since we last appeared in

T these pages is the 30,500 ft. altitude
climb by Gordon Rondel, which was fully
deseribed in the last issue.
The day after Gordon's trip lan Strachan
declared Merryfield ~300 km.) but ground
to e.lrth at Trowbridge. The Olympia was
retrieved to Upavon by the Moonrakers
Club. and a tow back to Marham was
arranged the following day. A splendid
example of inter-club co-operation.
Barry Gould and Gordon Rondel
represented us at the R.A.F. Championships at Odiham. Tony Bloomfield did 4}
hours in the Olympia but landed because
he thought he had done five.
The majority of our instructors have
found themselves on detachment abroad
for periods of up to six weeks, but Pete
Kevan and John Thompson were able to
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hold the fort meanwhile. John Dack has
We heard very sadly that Eddy Hodges
joined us from Moonrakers.
suffered a fatal bathing accident in Cyprus
Training in the Sedbergh has been going this September. Eddy worked very hard and
on steadily and recent solos include Bernard his infectious enthusiasm for gliding seemed
Kirkbride, John Andrews, Pete Symes, Cp!. untiTing.
Hol1ister and Ray Holt.
In August Fit. Lt. Bradbury reached his
We hope to participate in the Kirkbride Gold height with the aid of a Cu. Nim.
Wave Project and John Dad and Pete Silver C's have been gathered by FIt. Lt.
Kevan are muttering plans about the Mynd Brooke, Stephen Hart and John Teesdale.
- C's have been attained by Malcolm Gorly,
Wave Safari.
From the flattest flat site of them all we Robin Teesdale, Ron Turrell, ROil Coleman
wish winter wave projects all success!
and "Smithy". Taffy Evans and Les
LW.S.
Prowse managed to get their A, Band C all
on the same day.
FOUR COUNTIES
Stephen Hart flew to Faldingworth to
earn a Silver C leg and Fit. Lt. Brooke flew
(Wittering)
80 miles to Kidlington at Easter to complete
E welcome Wing Commander Chinnery
as Chairman and thank Squadron his Silver C. John Teesdale went to Elstree
Leader Ware for all the time that he has and completed his Silver C in the C.U.G.C.
devoted to the Club. We wish him every Olympia.
G.H.M.
success in the formation of the new "White
Rose" Club.
FIt. Lt. Gordon becomes Club Secretary THE GRASSHOPPERS
in place of Fit. Lt. Brooke. Our team of
(Wattisham)
instructors has been fortifi.ed by FIt. Lt.
HIS report marks the completion of our
Gardon, FIt. Lt. Hayward and John
first full year. Unfortunately, we are
Teesdale again, whilst Stephen Hart has
losing several useful members due to III
been recategorised to a "B cat.".
Squadron giving up its aerobatic commitment.
During the six months April-September
we logged 2,758 launches and 309 hours
56 minutes flying time.
We now have a new Olympia 2B and T-21
to add to our Gull IV, T-31, Tutor and
Grullau. We launch by auto-tow and
winch and also have the occasional use of a
Chipmunk for aero-tows. The Humber
staff car we bought for auto-towing serves
us very well, mainly due to the excellent
efforts of our M.T. member, Senior Tech.
Moss Young.
Our aircraft are well maintained by our
equipment member. Corporal Don Keena
ably 3S5isted by Lofty Hellister.
Silver C's have been completed by Peter
Wilby, wilo got his height and five hours in
Wattisham thermals, Howard Houldey,
during his visits to Nympsfield, and QUI"
c.F.I., Plight Lieutenant Chas Boyer, who
had 7,000 feet over Cromer. Cp!. Bill Swash
and Harrison "Flavis" Hamer, our tame
American, also gained their Silver C heights.
Three of our lady members have gone
solo, including 16~-year-()ld Judy Oldroyd.
Sonia Phillips, our first lady member, has
gone to Laarbruck.
LAB.

W

T
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MOONRAKERS (Upa¥on)

September, at the request of the Royal
Naval College, Dartmouth the Club
organised a gliding week for 11 cadets at
R.A.F. Wroughton.
The cadets averaged 24 flights each and
three qualified for their A and B certificates.
During the week Geoff Chandler flew
northwards in the Olympia lIB for an
attempt at Gold distance. Unfortunately
he touched down after I S3 miles.
Nine months from start to Silver C
(subject to confirmation) puts Cpl. Tech.
(Tafl") Thomas in the lead for the Novices
Trophy.
Hill soaring at Huish (thanks to Neil
Swanton) has again produced a number of
soaring hours. John Willie has also successfully started bungey operations from the

I

top.

The Kite I has regretfully been retired
from the fleet after 25 years of flying. The
Olympia 419 has left for the winter wave
project andscveral members are now making
plans for the trek up north.
All gliding types are welcome, but don't
approach from the south-west. The Army
cbaracters own that air 'space as a flying
area.
E.R.

PHOENIX
(RAF "'vggen, Germany)
weather in August and September
T
was not very kind to us. The airfield
to.ok 0': swamplike appearance, complete
HE

~

With numature lake, and the days were cold
and wet. Despite this we flew over a
thousand "sorties", totalling 130 hours in
the process.
On 7th and 19th October Chris Smith
celebrated qualifying for his A and B.
On 18th September Miss Patricia Vickers
soloedin the Gmnau. Others to solo during
the late summer have been Malcolm
Si~pson, David Parslow, Michael Mallock.
Wing Commander Edwards and Major
Browne.
Dave Parslow went on to get his C a short
while afterwards, along with John Hudson
both in Grunaus and almost in the sa~
th~rmal. D~ug Allan is now passing on his
~kl1l as an Instructor; he got his Category
III September.
The season is virtually finished: the
thermals have been and gone. We have
broken all previous club records; the hours
and launches being far in excess of anything'
before.
R.L.C.

OVERSEAS NEWS
forms weIl. A meet held on the Labour

CANADA
Club was recently founded
by several members of the Regina
Club. A Bergfalke two-seater has been
ordered as a trainer.
BucKlNGHAM.-Three members have been
working on home·built aircraft. Mirko
Kukovica test-flew his Cherokee Il early in
Sej)tember and finds that it soars very welL
ThiS type is finding great favour in Canada
as well as in the U.s., but Mirko's is the
first one fiying in eastern Canada.
The Club owns three Schweizer gliders1-19,1-20 and 2-22-and a Tiger Moth tug.
Cu NlM CLUB, ALBEllTA.-The Club is back
to winch launching, the Auster having loSt
Its prop and over-revved. A bright spot ,is
'1 r@ad:y supply of 0.083-inch piano wire
whhlch IS sold cheaply by oil driller~ ,after
t. ey have used it.
On Sunday, 26th
September, Bill Thudium test·flew his
home-built Briegleb BG-I2A, which per-

A

SASlCATOQN

Day week-end attracted entries from

Edmonton, Red Deer and Regina. A little
wave soaring was done.
NEW BRUNsWICJC.-We hear that some
~tTort is being made to start a gliding club
In Moneton. At the moment there are no
gliding operations in the Maritime
Provinces.
GA'tlNEAU, OTI'Aw....-Norm Tucker com·
pleted a 2OQ.km. triangle at the Labour Day
meet. There ~re five competing sailplanes.
MONTREAL SoARING COUNCIL.-The best
flight of the year from Hawkesbury was
made on 12th August, when Dave Webb
soared over 300 km. to a point beyond
Levis, P.Q., in the Skylark 2. pave had
made a 300-km. goal flight in the same
sailphlllc on 20th JU!ly, during the Na.tionals,
when he reached Elmira, N.Y., from
Brantford.
D.K.
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HOLLAND

first half-year totals show an increase
in the total number of flights (without
those of the national centre Terlet) from
30,595 to 35,191, and 4,205.23 flying hours
to 4,969.15 flying hours in the sa:ne period
of 1960
First-ever cross-country flights were made
from Leeuwarden and Haamstede on t1"le
19th August, when Ed Van Bree flew 353
km. in a Skylark 2 and F. Brackel did 106
km. in a Grllnau Baby.
These flights were remarkable as the field
is situated right behind the dunes one mile
from the North Sea.
J.Th.v.E.

T

HE

NATO (Fontainebleau)
a membership of 107 drawn from
the three Services (and families) of
Wnations,
flying under les Regles franITH

~ix

caises, this truly international club is
flattered to be asked for notes.
Our only excuse for accepting the
invitation is that we can use a line to invite
any Continental-touring types to break
their next mad dash down the N5 ten miles
S.E. of Fontainebleau and look in at
Moret·Episy for a thermal andior tipple.
We operate as a GLIDER/motor club
under the guidance of a French President,
C.F.!. and two assistants.
Recently a
Belgian member, Marynus Baeke, became
the first foreigner to measure up to the
exacting S.F.A.T.A.T. (Service de Formation Aeronautique de Travaux Acriens ct de
Transport) standards after five weeks at
Challes-Ies-Eaux and is now our fourth
instructor.
Most of our equipment has been loaned
or generously donated by the NATO
government~ight powered aircraft, of
which two Moranes and one Stampe SV4
are used mainly for aero-towing, and six
true aircraft.
Our two-seaters are a French C8OO, a
T-21b and a Schleicher Ka7, whilst for the
solo brethren wc have a Castel 301, a Nord
1300 and a Ka6. Current Iy we are purchasing a vhf and oxygen equipped Javelot for
use in the wave at Jssoire this w;nter.
Apart from the bejewelled Gold of
Tony Goodhart, no certificates above Care
held by our U.K. 9 per cent. However, now
that Tony D.-D. i~ in Paris perhaps he will
add dignity to our proceedings from time

to time; certainly something must be done
to keep up the U.K. score amongst the 16
C's, 7 Silver, 4 Gold and 5 Diamond
holders who currently cHmb above the
Foret de Fontainebleau.
D.H.S.

U.S.A.

flight in the U.S. so far in 1960
L
was made on 2nd July by Diamond C
pilot Joseph C. Lincoln in his stock
ONGEST

Schweizer 1-23D from Prcscott, Arizona,
to near Variadero, New Mexico: 455.5
miles. Duration of the flight was nine hour3.
It was an attempt at the world distance
and goal records in the exccptiQnalthermal
conditions of the great southwest. The
flight will undoubledly earn for Lincoln the
Lewio B. Barringer Memorial Trophy for
1960, awarded for the longest distance
flight made other than at the Nationals.
"Soaring" magazine with a special
"Canadian News Section" is now being
distributed to all 360 members of the
Soaring Association of Canada. S.A.C. has
decided to discontinue its own '·Free
Flight" for the time being.
L.M.L.

BRISTOL GLIDING CLUB
NYMPSFIELD. GLOUCI:STERSHIRE
We offu excellent fhermal. hill and waye $Oirmg at
• site
the wu.lern c:d;a of the Cot,wo:ds. Nr.
Slroud.

0"

F1e.t inchllie.s SkylakU,
Du.J Train4ng Machines.

O~ymp.a. P,~fect.

htcu and

Aerolowing availo!ble.

ComfOft.bJe Clubhouse. r;nl c1zu Cantecn, 8unkhouse
.nd
Summer Gliding Holidays le r l:b-.n.ho Non·M.!'1"'.b~rs

"r.

Write t.o:- BRISTOL GLIDING CLUB,
Ny-mpsfiold. MP. Stonchousc, Glos.
. . ULEY 34:Z

DO YOUR GLIDING ON THE
CORNISlf RIVIERA

THE CORNISH GLIDING CLUB
OfFERS COURSES BETWEEN 13 h JUNE AND 7,h OCT.
ON ITS MAGNIFICENT COAST AL CLIFf SOARING S.TE
IN THE HEART OF TH;S FAM!D HOLIDAY AREA.
Training and Solo Machin-es-Aero-tows Available
VisHors .. Iways vuy ..... elcome
2} miles o.{ go1den sands - of The best surf·bafhjn~
beaches in 1M3 tour-try - and ell rhe usual holidav
r(!st &menllt(:S.
Ideal for famllof ""d hj~ndj.
Apply, Lt·Col. G. E. TUSON
HOlMANS CROfT, ROSe, Nr. TRURO, CORNWALL
Telephone: Puranpcrlh 3361

~·IOO-

The Derbyshire and Lancashire
GLIDINc; ClUB
Cemphill, Greet Hucklow, Nr. Tideswell,
Derbyshire
The Club has two dual cootroJ machines :lnd
offers elemenury, intermediate and high perfor-mance facilities.
Private Owners are catered for and a full-

time. Ground En:;ioeer is employed.
The comfortable Club House, Dormitories
and Canteen Ire u:nder the car. of a R.sident
StewarQ and StewarQe~s.
At-CamphiU there are all thosCothings,wh,ich
l'Iuke ,the complete, Glidinl Club!
Wri'e 10 lile Secretary for details of Membe...hip
and Summer Courses.

Do you live near the-

M" 11
If so, may we suggest that you
NOW consider the

-LONDON GLIDING CLUB

SCOTTISH GLIDING UNION LTD.
PDftmo.ak. Sc,ot.aDdwoa, by IelnlD.ss
Initial Iraining, and excellent hill, H'lililrmal, and "",ave
soaring in buutiful surr..ounding5.

6 Aircraft including two T.21 b two-seaters
Su""me, HolidilY Course,
~Ie

p~

se ..... n d_Y5

held .ile" year. Beginners and others are

eliut.'ion
~.IcGm.

Accommodation in gOQd local hotels.
Subscription E6-6-0
Launches 4A...

Entry Je.. E3.3.0

'---ONLY I HOUR
FROM THE CENTRE OF ENGLAND !
R. S1atlord AI....

_aa-r,

Du...taltl. Down.. BedL'

Locdon Glidinr Club

Dun,ltlllllo 419

$otllring 15 1 - per hour

Wrile to Ihe Secretary lor further details

&~®OO~
"THE HUB" OF BRITISH GLIDING
speci"lizes in five day Courses for beginners
end the pertielly treined.
Courses throughout the yeer, Tuition by
experienced Staff of Flying Instructors.
Unrivelled fecilities.
A full Prospectus end Progremme for 1961
eveileble on epplicetion.
Fees frOm 12 gns. per Course upwerds depending, on the Se.eson. are inclusive of lull
boerd, dormitory Ilfcommodelion. sound
theoreticel grounding and flying.
SluQenfs essemble on 5und'ey efternoons.
fly from Mondey 10 Fridey inclusive end disperse elter breekfesl on Sundey.
A pleas,mt, worth-while /lOd inexpensive
holidey.
Write to: GINERAL MANAGER
LASHAM GLIDING SOCIETY LIMITED,
LASIitAM GLIDING CENTRE.
ALTON. HANTS.
P'c.~ft

SURREY GLIDING CLUB
Hig,h-performance gliders available for
thermal soaring at Lasham orn almost
every day througho\lt the Year.
Training with Lasham Gliding Society
For details write to:

The Secretary. Sur,re, Glidini '<;I'ub.
La.ham Glid1n& Centre.
A&tonJl Mants.

YORKSHIRE GLIDING CLUB
Sit.: SuUon, bnk, Think, North Yorkshw. (1000 fl. a.s.l.)
Excellent Hill, Thomal and Wa\le SOilring av-ailab~e
on the Hambledon Hilll.
Full Training Courses i1vailab!e for beginners and 'B'
pilots in sum,.,.r 3"'9n.
Good Club "ouse tilcililies, Including dormitories.
R..,.,id.nt ItaU.

Fie.' include., SWAllOW, KIT! 2, TUJORS & 1·2IB.
Visiton Welcome, Write for further de'ails
Secretary, SuItOt1 lank, 'JIh:rsk . 'torks
lel: Sulton {lhirsk' 137.

Men,lan --Sailpla"~ 6. Gliding"' whon rcplyin9" to advQrtisQmcr'Ilts

1(.

":"'--

L~~~~?

Surrey Club Hangar-Lasham

onderCONDER

ENGINfERING

CO.

No! Conder Buildings are going up
everywhere but there is nothing un·
stable about them.
In fact, Conder Buildings are going up
at the rate of one every day . . . A
factory for Rolls-Royce. a canteen for
I.C.! .• the new Belle Vue ballroom ...
Conder provides the right answer every
time. cheaply and quickly.

LTO. WINCHESTER

(Tel. 5095)

and

......

• Any span up to 200 ft.
• Roof slopes 6° or 12° or 17°.
• Clean design-no lattice work.
• TravelUng cranes up to 50 tons.

We can help solve your industrial
building problem-probably at a
great saving in co~t.
C'omprt!ht!lIsive literature 011 request.

BURTON ON TRENT

(Tel. 5411)
P 5525

